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Mr. Silsby's attempt was to show that Mr. Moffie,
connected with both the Millbridge and the present
Corporation was not operating consistent with
recognition and care for the rights of the citizens
of the State."
"Mr. Moffie claimed that he had been a member of the
Millbridge group but had not been present at the time
of the bulldozing and was not contracting or paying
for work done by the Millbridge Company.

In order to

remove any possible stigma from the new Corporation
in which he is a stockholder, however, Mr. Moffie
offered to satisfy Mr. Silsby's client and pay the
debt.

If this condition is met and the new Corporation

·=
lrf:S/'f'C ~

wi 11 __ca.p.e---f.c-r--- t he rights of the citizens in the future,
Mr. Silsby would withdraw his objections to issuance
of a License to Mine."
At the executive session, the Bureau voted unanimously
tJ ("

to hold~ any action on the License until more information was
avaiiable.
MAY 1960 - During the month of May, Dr. L. D. Koons from Colby
College and Dr. M. J. Buerger made tests and evaluations of the
material in Noyes Pond in order to provide an estimate of the
quality and value of the diatomite development.
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MAY 20, 1960 - On this date, a letter was sent to Moffie from
Doyle which, I believe, is of sufficient importance to be
included in this resume:
May 20, 1960
Mr. Joseph Moffie
Eastern States Mining Corp.
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Moffie:
I spent yesterday afternoon examining the Noyes Pond area
in Blue Hill. Unfortunately, Mr. Shea did not appear, and I was
unable to compare notes with any of your representatives. I
developed a few ideas on what the actual mean high water level edge
of the pond should be, and from the Bureau's point of view, we
will follow these ideas. This problem can be discussed further
in our next Bureau meeting.
In this letter I would like to point out several things
which should have your immediate consideration if you plan to
receive prompt action from the Bureau regarding issuance of a
License to Mine.
First, as quoted to you in previous letters, your application
for a License to Mine must be accompanied by a report from a
Geologist or mining engineer in good standing describing the
proposed operations. I see no way of accepting any other report
or description than that which is outlined in the statute. We
wish to know the tonnage and chemical description of the material
giving exact location of each test hol~ and the description of the
material found. The verbal description given by Mr. Coles at last
week's meeting may be considered as an accurate description of
the proposed milling operations. This description, however, should
be included in the written report so that we will have on record a
complete report of the tonnage and type of deposit, the method of
mining to be employed, and the type of milling operation that will
be used.
Second, an accurate survey of the property boundaries surveyed
by a qualified surveyor must also be obtained. I think you will
agree that the photostatic copy of the claim map which you submitted
with your original application is not sufficient for purposes which
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Mr. Joseph Moffie
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May 20, 1960

are required by the statute. An accurate survey should be made
showing in detail the exact outlines of the pond and the claim
posts of each claim clearly numbered and described. The whole
area should then be tied to some permanent landmark which may
be found easily with field inspection.
I shall not here try to discuss the problem of pollution
and siltation control which was discussed by Mr. Raeburn
MacDonald of the Water Improvement Commission. That problem
should be dealt with directly with that Commission.
You will note also that the required license fee of $25
per claim must be included with your application for a License
to Mine.
These requirements which I have set out above are exactly
according to legislation statute and must be met before active
consideration can be made on your application. For quite some
time, the Bureau and especially the State Geologist has outlined
what must be done to satisfy the statute. The Bureau feels that
any further instruction or comment on License requirements is
unnecessary. You have, I believe, a copy of the Mining Law in
hand, and by merely following exactly the details of the statute
included in Section 5, you will be able to make your application
procedure much easier.
If I can be of assistance to you in any way other than
comment on the requirements of the statute, I would be pleased
to do so.
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbm
cc: P.A. MacDonald
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This letter cites the extent to which the Mining Bureau has gone
to adv ise and assist the Corporation in its effort to get an
operation started as early as this May, 1960, that the comp any
had been issued very clearly both verbally and &~ letter that
it must conform with the statutes.
MAY 26, 1960 - Clifford Coles, now Technical Director of Eastern
States, submitted a weakly presented but reasonably acceptable
proposal fo r

controlling siltation of Noyes and Chalk Pond.

JUNE 13, 1960 - Eastern States submitted its first acceptable
application for a License to Mine on Noyes Pond in Blue Hill.
Again, the comment was made that the application conformed only
,l.j;

N: A-)IJ

;,I

with the M~ ntl-'t-e standards set by statutes and normal professional
engineering levels.

Then , constant urging and pressure to conform

was applied by the State Geologist.
JUNE 20, 1960 - At the .June Mining Bureau meeting, the Corporation
presented . its new President, a Captain., H. A. Lawr e n c e , U.S. N . ,
Retired. Lawrence discussed financing and plans; and the Corporation
Technician, Coles, presented further detailed operating plans.
These presentations included a geologic report by Dr. Koons,
Colby College.

At an executive hearing, the Bureau decided to

hold a public hearing later that month in Blue Hill so that the

\/

j e-~

Towns people c o u l d ~-c-i- se their opinion regarding the proposed
mining venture.
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JUNE 27, 1960 - The public hearing was held in Blue Hill to
°f( (."'S .' d <i"✓ TS"

discuss the proposed operation with the ,.Pre--si:d"Emt-8 of the Towns.
The Corporation presented a reasonable proposal for operation
and advised the Town's people and the Bureau that there would be
capital available immediately if the License was granted.

It

was the wish of the Town's people as well as the Bureau that
before the License would be granted, a financial statement
showing a strong capital position be presented to the Bureau
before a License would be granted.
Corporation.

This was acceptable to the

Everyone then waited for the p-Pe:srn:n~ d sa=l~-s=-o-f-i':h-e

statement / of capitalization.
JULY 11, 1960 - When this date was reached and no financial
statements had been presented, a Dun & Bradstreet report was
requested and received.

This report is included herein:

EASTERN STATES MINING CORP.
18 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
JOHi4 ~ORIARTY, PRES .
PASQUALE A. CAPALDI, TRES.
DIRECTORS: The officer and Francis N. Naffie

SUMMARY:

FULL DETAILS LACKING ON THIS BUSINESS. PRINCIPALS
DECLINED ALL INFORMATION AND OUTSIDE SOURCES COULD
NOT PROVIDE DETAILS. STAR.TING CAPITAL SMALL.

TRADE:

This new business has not established a pyament
record at this time.

FINANCE:

Attempts to interview the principals through July
11, 1960 unsuccessful. In a previous interview
Capaldi declined all information including antecedent details on the officers.
Outside sources consulted could not provide any
information regarding the business.
-10-

OPERATION:

Operations believed to have recently started
which will be conducted as mining of raw
material not divulged by the principal.
LOCATION: Occupies office space on the fourth
floor of this professional building. Premises
orderly.

HISTORY:

This is a Massachusetts Corporation chartered
January 4, 1960 with $2,500 shares of authorized
common stock; 99 shares issued for $1,500 cash.
Capaldi 55, native of Italy and married. Came
to this country as a youth and is reported to
have operated individually in the street
maintenance and construction line. Presently
is the principal at interest in Pat Capaldi Co.
and Capaldi Realty & Contracting Co. both located
at 244 Everett St., Boston, Mass. No financial
details available on those businesses.
7-11-60 (74 6)

/2 ?)d.

It is noted that no interviews were ...aeh-i-eved and no financial
statements obtained.
It should be noted that since a change in the corporate
structure of Eastern States occurred early in July when Captain
Lawrence stepped down from the Presidency, a new License to Mine
application was required.
JULY - SEPTEMBER 1960 - Correspondence continued to pass back and
forth between Mining Bureau and the Corporation discussing the
financial statement.

It appears early in September that the

Company was not ready to commit sufficient capital for the
operation at that time.

During the summer and Spring of 1960,

several national chemical companies were approached by the
Corporation to obtain marketing and sales data.

It was obvious

that the Corporation was not yet in a position to finance or
operate the diatomite plant.

Their marketing and operating

knowledge were quite weak.
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SEPTEMBER 26, 1960 - A second Dun & Bradstreet report was submitted
with the same lack of information.

No operations, no operating

details, no financial information.

Strong questions were being

asked by the Bureau verbally to the Company but no straight
answers were obtained.
DECEMBER 1, 1960 - A request by the Corporation to explain what
assessment work should consist of made it obvious the Company had
not prepared for operations in 1960 and that they were unaware of
the simple engineering requirements set out in the statute.

Again,

the Mining Bureau had to advise and act as legal and engineering
consultant to the Corporation.

Submission of the affadavit state-

ments of activity covering assessment w~rk on Noyes Pond arrived
early in December, and were deemed unacceptable to the Bureau.

A

meeting was set up for late December and specific details of how
to prepare assessment affadavits was presented to Dr. Coles.
DECEMBER 28, 1960 - At the December meeting of the Mining Bureau,
Mr. Doyle presented the results of a meeting the previous date
with Eastern States Personnel.

The records and engineering results

were imperfect and no action was proposed by Mr. Doyle.

A verbatim

statement from the Minutes of this meeting is included in this
resume.

Delay in acceptance of the assessment work and ruling of

the claims until the matter could be fully investigated was decided
upon.
-12-

JANUARY 4, 1961 - Mr. Doyle was obliged to remind the Corporation
that they had not applied for a 1961 Prospector Permit.
of primary impor t ance to hold and ren ew their claims.

It was
As a

matter of fact, the Bureau has been obliged to remind the
Corporation every year they must renew their Prospector Permits.
A letter to Capaldi noted that with clear presentations of
assessment data, the 1960 assessment work would be

acceptable.

Several paragraphs in the letter dealt with the present
' ~ ~J J y

ineffectiveness and ->Shes-y work of the Corporation in its
relations with the Mining Bureau and several suggestions were
made to Capaldi for improving relations with the Bureau.

It

was the very strong feeling of the Bureau unless Capaldi improved
his operations, there would be no future acceptance ~ of his presence
in the area.
MARCH 8, 1961 - Assessment affadavits of a minimum standard quality
were presented and accepted by the Mining Bureau; and the Corporation
claims were renewed for 1961 although cut down in number because
of insufficient expenditure.
MAY 9, 1961 - A third Dun & Bradstreet report was received with same
lack of information.
OCTOBER 16, 1961 - A letter was written to Capaldi that his claims
on Noyes and Chalk Ponds had not been staked in an acceptable
manner.

The claims were therefore forfeited as referring to

Section 11 of the Statutes .

As a matter of fact, the State Geologist

visited all of the claim locations and found no claim posts, tags,
or evidence of claim staking on any of the ponds in question.
-13-
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These facts indicate that either the,,i Corporation

wa--s·

~

lying when

they made their original statements of claim recordings to the
Mining Bureau or =we~ their Agents and Surveyors were so negligent
no one checked to see what had been done on the ground.

In either

case, the State Geologist recommended no further dealings be made
with the Corporatin unless the attitude improved.
OCTOBER 27 2 1961 - A letter to Capaldi noted that the Corporation
had submitted a new claim arrangement which attempted to alter
the present surveyed relationship of the mining claims on Chalk
Pond.

This change was judged invalid and the previous claim areas

heard to be correct.

Duri~g the 10 days between the October 19

and date of this present letter, the Corporation correctly staked
all claims on their various ponds; the statutes stated that
• ,J

violations must be corrected with1 30 days.

The Corporation was

thus again legally in control of the areas.
NOVEMBER 10, 1961 - The Corporation staked another claim on Chalk
Pond, Beddington in Washington County but failed to submit a map
for this new claim until a letter was written from Doyle to Capaldi
requesting such a map.
NOVEMBER 16, 1961 - An almost parallel to the situation which existed
in November and December of 1960 occurred in November of 1961 when
the Corporation once again had failed to do their assessment work
and were attempting by one means or another to hold their claims
on the various ponds without a reasonable amount of work.
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A

letter from Doyle to Capaldi on November 16 is presented in its
complete form to demonstrate the conduct of the Corporation in
its dealings with the Bureau.
DECEMBER 4, 1961 - At the regular December Mining Bureau meeting
an executive session was held to discuss the past activities of
the Corporation.

A great amount of dissatisfaction was noted

against the Bureau regarding the company's activity.

Because

of this dissatisfaction, a motion was made to have the Corporation
present its future plans and present records.

The secretary was

requested to prepare a confidential memorandum for the members of
the Bureau detailing the activities of the Bureau.

The

confidential memorandum is enclosed herein:
DECEMBER 19, 1961 - The special Bureau meeting was held and
representatives from the Corporation were present to present
their plans and present operations.

It appeared that a large

amount of work had been done on Noyes and Chalk Ponds but this
work was done by another Corporation.

Because of the wording of

the statute, this work was not accepted by the Bureau for assessment
work.

Mr. Coles, Technical Director, advised that there had been

a large amount of work done in researching the chemical and physical
characteristics of the deposit and this information would be prepared
and presented to the Bureau for assessment work to cover approximately
one-half of the total assessment work.

In other words, the number

of claims the Corporation would try to hold would be cut by 50%.
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JANUARY 2, 1962 - The Corporation presented assessment work on
their various claims for the calendar year 1961.

This assessment

affadavit was only partially accepted by the Bureau.
JANUARY 31, 1962 - A special hearing was held by the Mining Bureau
so that the assessment work of the Company could be evaluated.
At that hearing a full ~ ~ Fi'i-R~

~

airing of the companies

activities was made and the Corporation was told that their
conduct of professional operations must improve drastically if
they were to continue and maintain their claim rights in Maine
under -~h-~ s::Ea-t:n-1:'e- 'e=f~ the Maine Mining Law .

As noted previously,

50% of the assessment work was thrown out because it would not
apply under the statute f and those claims which were heard
were allowed only if the Corporation improved their operations.
FEBRUARY 1962 - SEPTEMBER 1962 - No activity took place on the

h Id..

claim areas he&Fd by Eastern States Mining Corporation .

.1'-J j(/ 11 -{ )_
DECEMBER 5 2 1962 - A Mr. Suttenburg from Boston was present with
Mr. Capaldi and Mr . William Silsby in an informal meeting with
Mr. MacDonald and Mr. Doyle to discuss the status of the mining

/, r Ir/-

claims -1::!..~~a by Eastern States.

Silsby was interested in the

property as an investment opportunity and hoped, therefore, that
the property would remain in good standing.

It was agreed and

J?/-rT,·r,·~
subsequently -~

by the full Bureau to allow Eastern States

to submit before December 31 paid bills in the full amount of
their assessment work for work that would be done as soon as
~

possible.

If an ice cover was ~
-16-
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S,1 ,~~, C , f /V,,--

s-\:1-g-g.e..st iGf, for drilling operations

before December 31, the Corporation would be granted permission
to do their drilling work early in the following year.

A

verbatim paragraph is included here:
"Mr. Doyle was asked to clarify types of work which
would be acceptable on Noyes Pond. Doyle stated that
more drilling was needed on the north side (inlet
side) of the pond; especially in the partially watercovered swamp areas at that end. This work, among
other investigations, would certainly be valid."
This paragraph notes that Mr. Doyle demonstrated that some
work still could be done on the pond which would be acceptable

Ai·

fe

assessment work.

DECEMBER 26, 1962 - Eastern States Mining Corporation submitted

r- cl lf,'1

a transfer -H?em transferring the assets of the Eastern States
Mining Corporation to Maine Diatomite Incorporated.

This

transfer has not yet been approved by the Mining Bureau.
JANUARY 7, 1963

- Eastern States Mining Corporation submitted

their affadavit and Annual Report of Claimholder on Noyes and
Chalk Ponds.

With it was an ambiguous letter from New England

Test Boring Corporation in which they stated that they had been
engaged to do investigation on Chalk Pond.

However, reports

presented at that time indicated that Chalk Pond had already been

r·/2

explored.

i) I,,)

p cf

A field check of this i n f o r m a t i o n ~ that the

Boring Company had been on ~

Noyes Pond from December 16

through 18 and on Chalk Pond December 21-22 and had complete d
drilling in both areas.

The location and nature of this drilling

could not be proven because of the heavy snow cover.

From the

information submitted, it appeared that the assessment work had
been done.
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JANUARY 11, 1963 - It had been noted by Mr . Doyle that there
were no location maps and logs accompanying the affadavit.

On

this date, a letter was sent to Capaldi requesting these pieces
of information.

This information was received afterward.

FEBRUARY 1 , 1963 - The information received regarding the location
and logs of the holes indicat !i;.d that:
(1)

The drilling on Noyes Pond was not done on the
pond and, therefore, was not assessment work
on State Land area.

(2)

The drilling on Chalk Pond appeared to be around
the edge of the pond and it was impossible to
judge whether this drilling had been done on the
pond or on private land adjacent to the pond.

(3)

A Bill was submitted previously showing that
$1,050 has been expended for this , drilling.
There were only 19 holes drilled on Noyes Pond
with a total soil footage drilled o~ only 19
feet. This footage calculates out to approximately
$58.00 per foot. By any e x isting engineering
figures, this cost is far in excess of an acceptable
figure.
In the opinion of quality en~ ineering
experts, this cost is approximati i ~
to three
times the average. Conditions were certainly not
difficult and access was very easy.

(4)

The same reasoning on cost figures keeping
applied to Chalk Pond was the average cost
per foot charged and paid for was approximately
$ 52.00 per foot.

For these reasons, a letter was sent to Capaldi on February
4, 1963, by registered mail indicating that the investigatory
work was not accepted and that under Section 4 - Subsection VIII
the claims were forfeited.

/()J

•

I •
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FEBRUARY 8, 1963 - In accordance wit~ st-frl:41-~~ the Mining Law,
S~ e:t--=·~ -.:- 8- , William Silsby, Jr. petitioned for a hearing with the
Maine Mining Bureau regarding the notices of forfeiture.

1 /i 1.-.--

FEBRuARY 11, 1963 - The Corporation was notified- efl.-tlte- hearing
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petition1 ~

- would be heard on February 21 in the office 4;

of the Secreta~y o ~ State.

T/:Ul/ot o / w s sent

res ~lt ~f/ thy action of the)1i,

'mo rrtlf
7·L o.fr

y 11, anti'. inst

b~

ng - B6.rea

woul , meet

.,,,(t ed-/the

s

the

J e;vY
re

to

ad:vi-se- the - gro-up -on tn e1.r pet i t1.ofl(-A- rre-aring --d February

h ~IL

2-1, 1963 was ~

din the office of the Secretary of State on

petition regarding forfeiture.

Capaldi, Coles, and Silsby

were present to offer their testimony requesting alteration
of the Bureau's action.

MARCH 9, 1963 - The group acting on their counsel's advise had
caused a re-assessment of their property on Noyes and Chalk
Pond by the New England Test Boring Company.

It was stated

by the Corporation that New EngJand had failed to do acceptable
Cc' I T I/' Ile.- red
work which they had~~n-G-&n--~a ~Ee El--to undertake. This new work
which was submitted was very similar to that previously presented.
It included a greater number of holes all of which were drilled
"--,'v'<:; k .-

within the limits of the two ponds .

Since there ~w-as- continual

snow storms during the period of this drilling, it was impossible
for the State to determine whether or not this· drilling had
actually been done.

The State was not notified prior to the

ini t iation of the new drilling program.
FEBRUARY 27, 1963 - The Eastern States Mining Corporation was
notified by Mr. MacDonald, the Chairman, that their petition for
/l.;

d

J , 1✓ _' r' d

restoration of their claim rights had been -reviewed A The group
also was notified of their rights in superior court.
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APRIL 1, 1963 - Chairman MacDonald was notified by the Attorney
General's Office that Mr. Silsby had approached the Superior
Court Judge of Kennebec County to establish a date for the case
to be tried.
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December 7, 1962

I'/lr. Pau 1 McDonald, Chairman
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. McDonald:
Eastern States Mining Corporation has assigned
all of its right, title and interest in and to Prospector's
Permit No. 62-131., issued by the Maine :Mining Bureau, to
Maine Diatomite,

Inc., a Maine corporation.

Included in

this assignment are all of the rights of Eastern States
Mining Corporation to claims and deposits located on or
at 32.4 acres in Noyes Pond, Blue Hill, Maine, and

44.4 acres in Chalk Pond, Beddington, Maine.
Very truly yours,
EASTERN STATES MINING CORPORATION
~-)

By:

\/

To
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February 2, 1962
William Silsby, Jr .
Attorney at Law
Ellsworth, Maine
Dear Bill:

lam sorry to have delaye
concerning Eastern Stat~s Mining

I have discussed t
Assistant Attorney General
he tells uie he can see
in Mas achusett an
In deny·
to hold on Noyes
clear to Mr . Cols
without action o
position 'With

ng in anawe i g your inquiry
corporation .
y with Dick Foley, the
Ma i e Mining Bureau, and
, any cannot be diss lved
e Hve claims th y wish
the Bureau made it uite

in the State of ~.aine,
any would not improve their
test degree.

• he Hureau th.t the:i.r assessment work
to warran
etaining the five claims . They did show
~sesement e.penditure to justify holding two claims .

.mpany expects to operate this

epos,:t, they must

t deal of capital is nece sary and be willing to
~o get the operation Ur~der way.

Very truly yours,

Secre.tary

f State

PAM:k

I
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January 11, 1962

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Eastern States Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
This is to notify you that pursuant to your request
of December 29, 1961, the Maine Mining Bureau will conduct a bearing on January 31 at 2:00 P.M. in the Judiciary
Room of the State House in Augusta, Maine. Your request
f or reconside r c tion of the decision of the Maine Mining
Bureau regarding renewal of your claims on Noyes Pond,
Bluebill, Hancock County, Maine, (Maine Mining Bureau
Claims, 1961, Numbers 1775-1776-1782-1783 and 2200)
and
Chalk Pond , Beddington, Washington County, Maine, (Maine
Mining Bureau Claims, 1961, Numbers 1770-1781 and 2201)
will be considered at this January meeting .
You should consider this letter notice of the hearing
to be held with regard to this forfeiture under the provisions o f Revised Statutes, Chapter 39-B, section 4 , subsection VIII.

Very truly yours,
Thomas w. Tavenner
Ass istant Attorney General
~ "T:H

Registered Mail
Ret.Rec.Req.

January 11, 1962

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Eastern States Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
This is to notify you tha.t pursuant to your request
of December 29, 1961, the Maine Mining Bureau will conduct a hearing on January 31 at 2:00 P.M. in the Judiciary
Room of the State House in Au:-ru. sta, M ine. Your request
for reconsideration of the decision of the Maine Mining
Bureau regarding renewal of your claims on Noyes Pond,
Bluehil.l, Hancock County, Maine, (Maine Mining Bureau
Claims, 1961, Numbers 1775-1776-1782-1783 and 2200)
and
Chalk Pond, Beddington, Washington County, Maine, (Maine
Mining Bureau Claims, 1961, Numbers 1770-1781 and 2201)
will be consiaered at this January meeting.
You should consider this letter notice of the hearing
to be held with regard to this forfeiture under the provisions of Revised Statutes, Ch,apter 39-B, section 4 , subsection VIII.
Very truly yours,
Thomas w. Tavenner
Assistant Attorney General
T{;-T :H

Re9istered Mail
Ret.Rec.Req.
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ...................Eastern ... States...Hini ,,g ..Corporatio.n ..............................................................................................................................................
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

............................ 1 8 ...Tremont.... ;:itreet...............Room..)17 ..................................................................................................................................................
Street or Post Office Address

.............................Bost.on... 8., .................................................................................................................................................... ivrass ...............................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ...\$1.=~3~............, dated ..~.?..D.: .~.....2.'. ....!.:'.!. ?..J.:.............. , hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatork wor}s or its equivalent on claim No.
177 O• :1:_?.§.J.:.t..?..?Q:1-: ......, town of ?.?.P.J.. ..?.~.9....1.3.~~.?..~.11.~!?..~ County of
~ ~~·~·~·~·~·~!?..~..°..I:, during the period
............~.§.\\°. ....~..,............ 19?.J.:..... to ....De.C..it.. .26................. 19...61 .. and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state. )

1.1.'.':!~.~.?::....... . .

Chalk Pond.

Surveying

of grid

$ 90.00

Gontractural test borings

200.00

Geological investigation, contract.

100.00

Other systematic boring and sampling

470.00

Field supervision by C. H. Coles

360.00

Contractu ral laboratory analyses

310.00

.-w·I. .
.

1.1-,,h~
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIMHOLDER

Eastern States Mining Corporation

I, ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Claimholder's Name - Please Print Clearly

1 8 Tremont Street

1-/.oom

317 .

Address as shown on Prospector's Permit

Bost on 8 ,

Hass.

Legal Residence

,

State

.

61-lJl

Jan. 9, 1961

.

holder of Prospectors Permit No ................................................. , dated ............................................................ , hereby file my annual
report for the year .... J.9..91.........., describing exploration, development, or mining operations on claim ( s)
No ......17..2.9.,.....l.2.e.l. .......Z..2.Ql........... , Town of Z.Z....
;;i.P.d.... J3.§d.ct.t.ng:t.Q.l1, County of .JI§.lJQ.Q.c.k...~...Wa.s.h.ingt,on
as required by the provisions of Section 10, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957 (Attach pertinent documents, applicable fees, rentals, and royalties:

n.P.. .

Chalk Pond
Surveying.
Geological investigations, contractural.
Contractural test borings.
other systematic test borings and sampling.
Field supervision by C. H. Coles.
Contractural laboratory analyses.

December 26, 1961

----

.............................................................................................
Date

Chalk Pond, Townships 22 f-ID and Beddington
Surveying ($90.00)
A sllrveying crei:,J laid out a grid for borings on the pond.
i'f a.rker poles were set every 200 feet on parallel lines 200 feet apart,
crossing the pond from east to west. See attached map.
Contractural test borings ( $ 200.00)
The New England Test Boring Company of
Boston was hired for one day to make a series of 9 borings. Heavy snow
depth prevented the use of regular heavy equipment and a small portable
auger-type bit was used. Results are shown on the attached map and hole
profile sheets; holes being labelled 0-1 through 0-9• The purpose of th is
survey was to indicate whether further complete borings should be done.
It indicated in the affirmative.
Geological investigations, contractural Unoo.oo)
d r. H.ichard D. Ruggles, a
consulting geologist in Boston, was asked to make a report on the test
borings performed by the l~e,,J Zngland ·I'est Boring Company. Bis report is
attached.
other systematic boring and sampling Uei+70.oo)
A systematic series of borings
was begun on t he grid, and to tbis date, li.J, boles have been completed and
sampled. Depths of water layer and deposit are indicated on the map and on
the attached hole profiles. In addition, several 5-gallon cans of earth
.-Jere removed in February :Zor calcining studies. Samples collected from the
hole borings rrnve been submitted f or a physical analysis, the results from
Vibich are attacbed separately. ~uantitative estimates of the axtent of the
dep osit are tentative, but indicate in the neighborhood of one million
cubic yards of crude earth.
Field supervision by C.H. Coles (~160.00)
Personal supe~vision of the grid
survey and all borings and sample collecti:rns. A complete field reconnaissance was also made -:-,o determine fl01-n1ge into and out of the p ond, the
possibildi.ty of draing.ng the pond and diverting the inflow, and possible
( No expense charge s are included for this explora1Jlant site location.
tion and no rep ort on it is attached.)
Contractural laboratory analyses ( $'310 .IJO)
A total of Jl samples, to date,
have been submitted ior a physical ir. icroscopic analysis to B. A. Barton
of Wa:n,iick, Rhode Island. The purpose of these analyses uas to indicate
to the Corporation some of the physical natL1re of the deposit at diffe1·ent
spots and at different depths. To this encl, samples from representative
boles and at specific depth s in those holes ,,;ere examined to determine
the percentage of whole cells to fragments, and the percentage of P?larizable ino1·ganic cry stalline impurities, (essentially qu~rtz clnd clay)•
A modif ie:::l blood. cell counting technique was developed and four determinations ;,~ere made on each of two specimens f rom each s ample submitted. 'l'he
r e sults ,-Jere avex·aged anJ J)ercentages c alc ulated. 'l'hese percentages are
given on t he a ttached report and on the profile of each hole. The
Corpo~ation feels that these determinations, in add ition to the chemical
analyses previously repox·ted, are 11ecess2.ry in helping to shape its
planning f or utilization of the deposit.

Director

Form I

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ................. Easter.n... st.ates ... Hi.ning ...Corporat.ion ......................................................... ................................................................................... .
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly
I

...................... 18... Tremont.... Street.......... Hoom ...Jl? ..............................................................................................................................................................
Street or Post Office Address

·······················J:l oston....8J ...............................................................................................................................i·iass •...................................................... ·•······························
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .9.l::13.1.............. , dated .......~.8-:t:l..!.....9...•.... J.9.§J .......... , hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatofc work or its equivalent on claim No .

. i~r-~r··b1···, town °l1·······~·12i~y·=···26::::····· ·· ····•··,

~:tmty 0~ ······· ···?~·••·.?t~............::······················, duri~g the period
.....................'/....................... 19.........,.. to ..................... ...................... 19............ and 1s specifically descnbed as follows. (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state. )

Cbal k P ond.

~1 1 30.00

Sy stematic test boring
H. Coles

160 .oo

Contractural labora tory analy ses

160. 00

Field supervision by

c.

$

500.00

,

.
···:········•·•·-·····7
Signature/

Date

. . . .. .. . ~'1.F·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ···· ··, ss.

···········
.

.RL

···· · · · · · · · · · ·· · ···· · ······ · · ·· · ···· · · ··· ·

Ch CQ/vtA---l ~.v~ ................;t . 6................... 19 G1
Personally a; peared the above named ......G
?..~1···· · ·()Cbf)(1::./Z.~ ,.:. . . .... . . . ... . :... . who being duly
...

sworn on his oath did depose and say that the foregoin~ affidavit is tm~:

,..~ "'( :

~--.... . .~ ~. ·. f( \. . ·-·. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . ..
ublic

Form L

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIMHOLDER

Eastern States Kining Cor9oration

I, ··························································································································
Claimholder's Name - Please Print Clearly

18 Tremont Street

noom

Jl7

Address as shown on Prospector's Permit

Nass.

Boston 8 ,
Legal Residence

State

~.~·~·~· ·Y·~· · ·~_??.~. . . . . .,

holder of Prospector's Permit No ..... 9.~.:::!.I!::..................... , dated ......
hereby file my annual
report for the year .........12§1::....... , describing exploration, development, or mining 0Wftio3_s on claim ( s)
No ............. ~.7.?.J... ........................................... , Town of ...........~.~!:?.~.1:.7......................................... , County of ................ .?..~~········································,
as required by the provisions of Section 10, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957 (Attach pertinent documents, applicable fees, rentals, and royalties:

Chalk 1-'ond
Systematic test boring.
Field supervision by

c. H.

Coles.

Contractural laboratory analyses.
See attached report.

\\ /'
: :tb.. . . . ... . . . .. . . .

.

De cember 26, 1961
Date

················=··· · .. .

Legal Signa~ e
-

......
V

Sy s t ematic test bor"r ng ( $1 80.00)
S b :t een holes were b ored on a grid
previously l a id out on B66 fo ot centers. All holes 1rr nre b ored to
silt or gravel a nd samples taken at various depths.
Field superv ision by C. H. Coles ('.;; i60.00)_
work of gridd ing a nd boring.

Supe rvision of all field

C:ontractural labora tory analyses Uel 60.00)
Sixteen s ample s l rom the
borings were su b.r1 itted for analy s is to B. A• .o c:1rton of Warwick,
Rhode Isla nd. A modified blood c ell counting technique 1·Jas used
a nd four determinations were made on ea ch o:Z t wo specimens f rom
e a ch s ample s ubmi t ted. The r e sults were ave r aged and percent a ges
calculated. These pe rcent a ge s a re giv e n on the att a ched rep ort
and on t be pro f ile of e ach hole.

Dr . Clifford E. Coles, 'f ec hn ical Director
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Chalk Pond, Albany

I

Percentage Calculations from Anal.yses by B. A. Barton

f~Crystal.

Whole Cells

';b Fragments

4

14

85

1

1 - 1

12

11

87

2

1 - l

20

10

85

5

1 - 4

5

18

81

1

2 - 1

12

10

90

Few

2 - 1

23

8

90

2

2 - 2

8

14

85

1

0

3

34

66

Few

3 - 1

12

11

89

II

3 - l

19

10

86

4

3 - 2

23

10

86

4

..,~ - 2

27

10

87

3

3 - 2

31

6

83

11

3

/.j.

25

9

88

3

3- 5

11

14

85

1

4 - 1

5

11

88

1

Hole No.

Deptb in Feet

1 - 1

2

,.
-

-

')b

Imp.

Form L

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIIVIHOLDER

Eastern States h ining Corporation
I, .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
Claimholder's Name - Please Print Clearly

18 Tremont Street

Room 317

·•········•······•···················································································································································································································----································

Address as shown on Prospector's Permit

Massachusetts

Boston 8,
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No ......9.+..::+J+ . .............. ..... , dated ......~..~.!:1.~.....2.~.... J2.§~........... , hereby file my annual
report for the ear .......}:2.?~......., describing eZ2loration, develo~ment, or mining ~erations on claim ( s)
No. ....J.7..7.9..L... ..7.~1..t.. ..?..?9.~.........., Town of ............}:!.P.. . ~.~?.....~.~.?..::.~!."!.~~.'?.;1County of ..
~'.~~.~.?. ~.~~~, 0n
as required by the provisions of Section 10, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957 ( Attach pertinent documents, applicable fees, rentals, and royalties:

1

:.•.~.~.'?.~.~~...'.~. .

Chalk Pond .
(S

)

S1..1rveying -

Happing of shore bo1..1ndaries of pond and
laying 01..1t of boring grid.

Geological investigations , contract1..1ral.

100.00

Contract1..1ral test borings.

200 .oo

Other systematic test boring and sampling.

440.00

Field s1..1pervision by C. Coles of grinding, borings ,
and sample collections (8 days) .

J,20 .oo

Contract1..1ral laboratory microscopic analyses of Jl
samples to deter mine physical ql..lalities and extent
of gross cont amination •

310.00

........................................ December ...19., .... 1961 ....................................
Date

$ 220.00

.
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Chalk Pond 2 .i3eddington
Percentage Calculations from Analyses b1"
B. A. Bairton
Hole No.

~'6 1'. /hole Cells

i&

Fragments

il

Cryst. Imo.

5

12

28

72

Few

0 - 5

20

22

78

II

1 - 1

5

31i

66

II

1 - 1

9

57

i+J

II

1 - 1

13

36

51

13

1 - 2

4

23

77

F~w

1 - 2

8

22

71

7

1 - J

2

30

70

Few

2- 1

8

24

71

.5

2- 1

12

35

58

7

2- 3

4

21

72

7

2 - 4

4

54

44

2

3 - 3

4

23

76

1

3 - 3

8

25

70

.5

4 - 2

15

20

57

23

4 - 3

4

58

40

2

7 - 1

2

42

L}4

14

7 - 2

11

20

.54

26

O -

·l__

Depth in Feet

7- 2

15

13

65

22

7 - 3

12

25

63

12

7- 3

16

45

50

5

'1 - 3

20

23

70

7

7 - 3

24

17

66

17

7 - 4.

12

40

60

Few

ff. - 4

15

39

59

2

7 - 4

19

34

59

7

7 - 4

23

21

72

7

7 - 4

27

7

72

21

Chalk Pond , Bedd ington , Cont.

Hole No,

Depth in Feet

~:S Whole Cells

/l

)J

Fragments

70 Cryst. Imp .

7

-

4

Jl

6

66

28

7

- L~
- JA

35

J

65

32

J

24

64

1~

1

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ................................Ea.stern ...State .s ...Mining ... Corporation .................................................................................................................................. .
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

....................................l.8.....T.:r..~m.o.n.t.....S:t.r.e.e..t......................Ro.Qm...317.................. .................................................................................................................
Street or Post Office Address

......................................Boston 8 , .................................................................................................................................. Ma.s.s •...................................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ....6..0~1;$1 ........... , dated ...... Jan •...A.~...19.6.0.........., hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No.
l11.9.:-,.... J..1.B..l.. , town of ....'r.WJJ...,....#. ...28.... ~.....'?9 ......... , County of ....... .\'lgJ~hingt.9.11............................ , during the period
......J.1µ1.•.. J,.,................ 19.9.Q... to ... Jl.~.Q.,..... .3.1,.............. 19....9.0. and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state. )

Chalk Pandy Townships 28 & 29.
Field investigations by o. Coles, supervision of sampling,
collection, and general f.di"eld research
including basic field and logiatical
expenses • • • • • • • • • • • · •• • • $ 60.00
Cost of sampling, boring, collecting, and general labor
including basic field expenses and
local transportation • • • • • • •
Laboratory analysis at $200/week for 3 weeks by c. Golas
to determine quality of diatomaceous
earth material in deposit • • • • •• • 600.00

$ 1050.00

.

Chalk Pond, To-ur1ships 28 & 29 o
Coles:-

Field wort: and analyses.

Partial exJ)lora tion of the pond and bog uas made by me ·1.-ri th two
helpers .
fe-w random shallow borj_ngs were made in the pond
its elf for sar:1pler.~. 'l'he bog 1-ra s examined carefully at the sites
of earlier systematic dig g ings.
l: icroscopj_c ezamina t:Lons showed the follm1Ing diatom genera to
be present. There ar e others .

Genera:

Abundant

iioderate

Occassional

Vanheurcl;:ia
Tabellaria
Pirmularia
Ei.motia

Amphora
Stauroneis
Gomphonema

Odontidi1.,un

Chemical analyses showed the following:
diff.) - 98.2

o.6
o.6
o. ~0. 2·

Navicula
Surmrella
Cymatopleura

Fvnn l

*

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUHEAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

1, ... Ea.stern .....sta.tQ.$ J·:l.m.:LnK .. C.Q;rpQr.a.tlon
Prospec:toc's Name -

Please Print Plainly

J.B..'.L'±'.?.m.9n.t.. ..S.t.:r..~ e..t . . ... .... Ro.om.

.31.7. _

Street or Post Office Address

Boston 8 ,

················ ···

,
Prospectors

1770 ,

Eassac
lrnsett:s
··· ······ ... ........
..... .. ...............

..... .. ...... ····--·· ··· ···· ··-··-

Legal Residence

.
Permit

60 - 131 .... ,

State

. ,,e
dated ..Ja.nu;iry
__ _. __
.. ..4...t. 1960
- ., 'tlereh~ _ ,1ffinn that I ha\

holder of
No.
5..0~8].cted or caused to be co11uctBd 200 man-hours of i11vest i1atory work or its equi\·aknt 01 1 claim No.
_J ~ .. .... town 0
2 . G: ?9 , County of .. ·: a?:1.iJ1g:tqp ... ... , during the p eriod
.. 9.:-!1~!7 1.. L . 19 ........ to .De c .e mber. 31 ~9 60 and is spe(:ifically described as follows : ( Note- The
work to be reported includes on lv that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness , tonnage or mineral or meta l content. Also if work is 011 a group of cla ims
and concentrated in one section of the group , so state.)

60 ~ ~

Chalk Pond .

Surveying - - - - - - - - - - - Labor ( borD1gs and samplinb ) - Ilental of t ruck for tra.n.spor t i.ng
equipment and c r ews. - - - - - Ho Freed.Clan, analyses - - - - - Dr . Coles, field vo~: - - - - - - Dr. Coles, che□ ical and ~ : croscon~
analyses ( 3 week s ' - - - ~

600 . 00

$1350 . r·o
'? 35 o c:,

t

,

.~

~ '-, ·. . i.

1-, - ' \.: Jt,' "

~

t~~Pffi;,

f -

,,,

\\° .,

Noyes Pond

Surveying--detailed mapping of pond to determine exact
limits and area of pond deposit ••••••••••••••••••

$325.00

Geological investigations, contractual......................

220.00

Field investigations--C. Coles, supervision of sampling,
collection and general field
research, inc1uding basic field
and logistical expenses •••••••••••••••

560.00

Costs of sampling, boring and general labor on deposit ••••••
labor, transport, shipping, etc •••••••

411.88

Laboratory analysis @$200/week for 5 weeks by C. Coles
to determine quality of diatomaceous earth,
including contract sample calcining •••••••••••••• 1,020.00
$2,536.88

Bear Pond

Field investigations--sampling and boring on pond for
future laboratory analysis •••••••••••

$180.00

Laboratory analysis @$200/week for 3 weeks by C. Coles
to determine quality of diatomaceous
earth material in deposit............

600.00
$780.00

Middle Lead Mtn. Pond

Field investigations, boring, sampling and collecting on pond •••• $100.00
Laboratory analysis @$200/week for 3 weeks by c. Coles
to determine quality of diatomaceous
earth material in deposit •••••••••••••••••••• 600.00
$700.00

Chalk Pond - Township 28 & 29

Field investigations--C. Coles, supervision of sampling,
collection and general field
research, including basic field
and logistical expenses .•••..•.••.•••..•.•.

40.00

Cost of s•mplrung, boring, collecting and general labor
including basic field expenses
and local transporation ••••••••••••••••••••

345.00

Laboratory analysis @$200/week for 3 weeks by c. Coles
to determine quality of diatomaceous
earth material in deposit ••••••••••••••••••

600.00
$985.00

Duck Ponds

Field investigations--C. Coles, supervision of sampling
program and field research , including
• a· transportat~on
4
extra require
•••••••••••

$160.00

Cost of sampling, boring, collecting and general labor
including basic field expenses and
local transportation ••••••••••••••••••••

215.00

Laboratory analysis @$200/week for 3 weeks by C. Coles
to determine quality of diatomaceous
earth material in deposit ••••••••• •-·•··

600.00

$915.00

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ..................... Eastern... Sta te s... Mining_ ..Corporation ........................................................................................................................................
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

............................18 ... Tr.emont ... Street ..................Ro om ...317. ............................................................................................................................ .................
Street or Post Office Address

.......................... Bo.ston8~ ............................................................................................................................................... Ma..ss.• ....................................... ·....................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No .. 9.0.'.':".1.3.1 ............ , dated ........J.an.•.. .A..,.....19.90. ....... , hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No .
...........1.7.7.3..........., town of .............b.19..8-:?::J.Y. ............................ , County of ..........0.i.Cf..9.!..9:....................................., during the period
.......J..~.~·"···J.;............... 19...9.9. . to .....J:l~..c:..•....3.l i... ......... 19 .9.0... and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be repo1ted includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

Chalk Pond - Albany.

Costs of sampl :iing, boring, and generaE labor
on deposit, including transportation. • · • · $ 100.00
Field investigations by c. Coles, supervision of
sampling and general field research

•••

1-20.00

Laboratory analysis at $200/week for 2 weeks by
C. Coles to determine quality of
diatomaceous earth material in· deposit • •

400.00
$ .620.00

Chalk Pond, Albany.
Coles:-

Field work and analyses.

Random shallow borings were made by me, but no systematic
borings in depth have yet been made.
The entire pond area was explored on foot, except for hhe
swamp at the outlet at the so~thern end. Flood conditions
prevailed at the time, due to beaver dam I think since fresh
cuttings were observed.
Three small brooks feed the pond in addition to whatever
drainage it gets from the slopes and swamps around it.
Microscopic analysis showed the following genera.
is not complete for the occassional forms.

Genera:

The list

Abundant

Moderate

0ccassional

Pinnularia
0rthosira
Eunotia
Stauroneis
Melosira

Amphora
Navicula
Tabellaria
Cymbella

Vanheurckia
Gomphonema
Cera tone is
Surirella

Chemical analysis showed the following:
Si0 2 (by diff.) - 97.8
Al 2 o

-

1.2

Fe 2 o 3
Cao -

0.5

3

Mg0 -

0.5
yrace

Form I

STATE OF MAINE

, 1AINE MINI NG BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK
I,

.?.:1.;:;..t '.~F.P .....?.~.?.:t..~~ .)ii:r~J:DG..G.?:r..I'.<?. !Pc..~..i.C?.D
Prnspcctoc's Name -

Please Print Plainly

! 8··· ··--···Tre□
ont Stree~
·········· · ·························· ......... .

Roor::

JJZ .

Street or Post Office Address

)3-.<?..~..t..9n.J3.. ,.

.

..:.:a.s.:3.il.C hilS 8 ..-t.ts. ..

Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospec or's Permit No. q~:'.".'. _1,JJ . , dated J.o,nµ a,,:-y 1+.,1960 herehy affirm that I have
conducted or cause d to be conductt-d 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its eq uivalent on claim No .
. .JZ73. . ., town of . AJ. .b .a.DY . ...................... ..., County of Ox.ford . . . . . ............... .... . , du ring the period
J_@.l.lc:1..:z:'Y J, , . 19.90 to@.9<2PP.~r . J l., 19 60 and is specifically described as follows : ( Note-The
work to be repmted includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, d e pth, thickness, to nnage or mineral or metal c.:ontent. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state. )

Chalk Pomd.

Surveying -

~

- - -- - - - - -

Labor, boring3 :ind '.:"'.J.w:!1J_ing Rental of tr11c~~ .: or equip: :en t a!ld
crew transpo~tation - - -

Cole s , field ~ark - - - Col e s , cher;iic a l ;:ind ':1 icro.:,c0Dc anal y:;e s -c- 2-weeE s _)_

I

l+co. O0

----$ 630 . 00
~-( ) .

(P
············ ·· ·············· ···········-·-·· ·

· ··· •·

). ...... . .. . . .... .
r

Personally appeared the above named ···..,·:·
sworn on his oath did depose and say that th

_a

.

)

i~~; ~
=~.-.. . .. . :c,,~,,.-, .

,I

'

Form

J

.

I

u
STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO MINE

I, .................. East~.r.~....~t ates ... Mining .. Corporat.ion.............................................................................................................................................
Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

.............. . . . . ... 1s. . Tremont ....street ,.... Bos t on , ....Massa.chusetts ...... (Corporate ....off.ic_e~)- -································
Street or Post Office Address

.......... ................:t.s. . Tremont....street , .... Boston, ... Massachusetts ....................................................................................................................
State

Legal Residence

?.9..:::~~?.:. . . ... .. . ..., dated .........;.±J.:-:2.?.~. . . . . .... , hereby

holder of Prospector's Permit No ......

2200

to the Maine Mining Bureau for a License to Mine on Claim(s) No.

make application

7.:7..7.5..i~Z'Z.9..,. iz~?..,}:'.Z.?.J...L. , Town

of

............~.~~·~····~·~~.~ ............................ , County of ............~~.~~.~.<?.~................................ Attached to and part of this application
are the following instruments, as required by Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957.
1.

.P.F.~...P.~.~~.!~.~.?.!.?:...~~.~~·~· ·············· .......... .................... describing proposed mining

Report from ..............

operations

Geologist or Engineer in good standing

on said claims.
2.

:.~~.~.~.~.?.. . . . . . . .. . . . .... ..

License fee of $25 per claim, which totals $.......

3. Accurate survey of property boundaries certified by

c.

D. Shea

··•···•················································- - - - - · · ···········································

Qualified surveyor

4.

Copy of the Land Use Ruling of the Mining Bureau that the proposed operations will not conflict with
any prior or proposed State uses. ( If such a ruling has not been granted, make application at this time
on Form E, Application for Land Use Ruling).

_____J_ u_n_e__,
lJ,,.__1~9_6_0_ _ _ _ _ __
Date

.. .
Form

J
.J

...

STATE OF. MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO MINE

,.

__ f _?_sfe _,N __ 5faTcs.M1.r,uN. .~____ Gox) · __
Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . . ... . . .1.f . . . T ~. . . . . s.1 -.. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ..
Street or Post Office Address

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . .S. AMt:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . /Y/ rt_ .. s. S' . . .. ... . . . .. . . . . . . ..
Legal Residence

holde, of P,ospeotois Penn;t No. ....

State

1/-tilf.. t? . .,

4..{)_.= J}..L., dated ..........

to the Maine Mining Bureau for a License to Mine on Claim( s) No.

hernby make applicaUon

/..7..7.J..-:/.?.....?.~ . :.f..?..[ 4own

of

13..( . ~ . ~. .H.... c...2..t~. . ,County of ....lf. ~..IY.. C:..P....c...lc.~
.Attached to and part of this application
are the following
1.

z ~ edr. .

by Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957.

Report from ...:.........................................................

..1.✓-~ . . .J....2.~.:f·· · describing proposed mining operations

Geologist or Engineer in good standing

on said claims.

7L. ~. . ..

2.

License fee of $25 per claim, which totals $............

3.

Accurate survey of property boundaries certified by ..........fl1..........

k ) ............. ______.5 .. ../::1. ~. ~. . . .:.
Qualified surveyor

4.

Copy of the Land Use Ruling of the Mining Bureau that the proposed operations will not conflict with
any prior or proposed State uses. ( If such a ruling has not been granted, make application at this time
on Form E, Application for Land Use Ruling).

~ ~ =7Signature of Applicant

Fom1 J'

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO MINE

Eastern States Mining Corporation

I, ····················································•············•···············································································································································································•····································
Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

18 Tremont . Street, Boston, Massachusetts

(Corporate office)

Street or Post Office Address

18 Tremony Street, Boston, Mass achusetts
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospeotor's Permit No ...... ~.Q.'.'.".~J:;h................... , dated .........~.::±:::~:~?..~9-............ ...., h ereby make application
2200

1775,1776, 1782,1783 , , Town of
to the Maine Mining Bureau for a License to Mine on Claim ( s) No............................................................................

........ ...:1?.;t:.Y~ ... ~.P.::;t:............................ ,

County of ......... ~~.~~.~S'..½............................

......... Attached to and part of this application

are the following instruments, as required by Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957.
1.

.P..t ~...P.?..~.~9.~?..~ ...~?..~~~··················································· describing proposed mining

Report from ...........

operations

Geologist or Engineer in good standing

on said claims.
2.

License fee of $25 per claim, which totals $......~?~

3.

Accurate survey of property boundaries ceitified by

. ~.~.?.... . ..... . . ... . . . . ..
C. D. Shea
Qualified surveyor

4.

Copy of the Land Use Ruling of the Mining Bureau that the proposed operations will not conflict with
any prior or proposed State uses. ( If such a ruling has not been granted, make application at this time
on Form E, Application for Land Use Ruling) .

...................................... J une ... lJ •....1960···················································-

·································-

Date

reasurer

l
I

I

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, .........................Ea.a:tte.r.n ...St.at.e..s....Min.ing....C.or..p.o.r..at.ion ........................................................................................................................................
Prosp ector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

...............................18....Tremont....street......................Room ...317 ................................................... ............................................................................................
Street or Post Office Address

...............................Boston ...8, _..........................................................................................................................................Mas.s •..................................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .. A9.'.: '.~.2L ........ , dated .......J.:.~P.:.! .. :.~..L J9§.9........... , hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No .
......17.7.tL............., town of .... 'J.WA.1L:ff:..... '?l!J....'MP.... ............, County of ......... J ~.1:?.h.i.-_ngl;_QP.,......................... , during the p eriod
......J.8.cih ...J. ;................. 19..gQ. ... to ........Jl.~.Q.,,,.. ..3:t.;. ....... 19....9.0. and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state. )

Middle Lead Mountain Pond.
Field investigations, boring, sampling, and
collecting on pond. • · • • • • • • $ 100 . 00
Laboratory analysis at $200/week for 3 weeks
by o. Coles to determine
quality of diatomaceous
eartm material in deposit

..

600. 00

•·•
$

700. 00

••'

Ei de.l e Lead 1-Iountain Pond.
Coles :-

Anal yses,.

I have not visited this pondo The sampl e us2c1 for my anal yses
was collected by a field crew during the survey i ng bef ore I
joine d the Corporation.
llicro scop ic analysis sl-101.red the fol lm,ring genera.
others :9resent.

There a re

Abtmdant

}1.ioderate

Occassional

Pinnularia
-r.iunotia

GoL phonema
Navicula
Tabellaria
Stauroneis

Sur irella
Frag illaria
Diatoma
i\mphora
Syne dra

Cpemica l ana lysms was essenti ally similar to that of Bear Pond
wB.ich i s not s1u·pi-·ising s i nce one feeds into the other,.

,~
/ /
Form I

•

STATE OF MAINE

MA INE MINIJ\ G BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK
I,

.. SAS :~:2:11: .....3.t.a.t.c..s
Prospectoc's Name -

. : ~inJ.n..,;. ... C.QJ'.PO.t ..:J t ~ D.D

Please Print Plaiuly

·

J..$.. J'X~P9.~Jt.. .. .S.t:r~ .~t.
Street or Poot Office Address

.......... 3.0.$...t.on

;ii..

.. . ...... ;_:_~$ :-; aql:n1 $~..tt.s... .......

Legal Resid€'nce

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No. 60'.'.:'.1 J .1 . , dated ..,-:-a,n.1;:ar.y Li- ·, . l 9(Cbereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to he cond ucted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No.
1 ,i ,HJ 7 1780., tov.rn of .'I'"'-wn... # 2.S . L D ........ , County of ~'l ashl.~.g.tor. .
..... , during the period
y.,.u.uary. .1.,. . 1960 to .;)e.c.C,;iOt=;r .].1 19 (..O. and is specifically described as follows: ( Note- The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mi nera l sou ght
as length, width, depth, thickn ess, tonnage or minera l or meta l content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

.;;ear Pond.

s~:. rvc;)y Lr. ~;

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-$

~

\,
~ • ·.~ r
·, •~, l ~Cl.L.
,-.~ ,.,l!"}...i..1-·,!._;
'• - .
L :J.1,..1;-· 01~ ' 00I'
.... ,t~ ..:i .....
Ho Freed:,1a:1 ana l yses - - - -

'10
---iel IS Re

Dr . Coles c~e ~ t c al anJ ~:c~ascope analyses (3 ·..-rc,;ks~ -

660, •..j,:

_J •. •

-i
1

n0

1

, , .

. . . . ..

~ - $ .0 0

,

$105'5' . oo
"t,3 )8,

·"l_O

0 '-'

., ,::>

, n<'

1,

,..'.

I

2

•

I have nade lengthy and tedious examinations of some of the n. aterial
sample d. Mi croscopi cally, an inter e sting (a nd perhaps not u~expe cte d)
con tras t 1:ras shmm. l-lcs~ te1 ial t aken near the top of t he deposi t shm·red
·a great deal of diatom fra gmentation, particularly of the lar ger forms
such as Pinnularia, but still contained la1·ge nu.. bers of entire sk eletons. A sample from a grea t er depth (ap:9roxima tely ten feet) contained very feu ·whole cells of any size, but consisted n largely of
sma ll fr agments. Determina tiop of types f01.m.d ·was l :Lr;1i ted to their
generic grouping only, it beil:1 6 f e lt m1neces s ary at t hat tjJne to try
to determine individual species.
1

Genera found include the follouing, but the re may well be several others .
Systematic search of even a single sltc1e too] ~ a miniu .u'n of two hours.
Abundant
ll·loderate
Occassional
Genera:
Pinnularia
Amphora
Fragillar ia
Tabellaria.
Gomphonema
CampYJ[od iscus
Eu.notia
Diatoma
Stephanodiscus
iS tauroneis
Navicula
Encvonema
Cocconerna
Vanheur ckia
Cy clotella
Melosera
Odont:Ldiun1
Sux·urella
Chen ical a ssays were made according to the pro cedures for silicate
roe c analysis in Fales' and Kenny ts text on ino1"ganic quantitative
anal ysis. Only the rietals aluminum., iron, calcil:un , a nd mngneshun
we re determined, the silica b e ing arrived at by diffe rence. The
oven-dried material 1·r as ignited to remove organic ma tter before analyses.. Except f or the bluish material wh ic h occurs in small quan.t ity
arounc the northeast corner of the deposit, the diatol"!l ite a ssay se om:-s
to be that given below. The blue was o bv iously clayey and showed a
considerably hJ. gher a luminurn content.
~

96.9
1., 0

1. 7

o. J.,.

trace
Much more n ee ds to oe done mi croscopic a lly and cheni c ally to really
determhrn the true nature of the deposit. There is no doubt in my ru:
l:lL.'ld that the relative abundance, and even the gRHID~a kind s, of t he
gene1"a ·H ill be d iffer en t at different depths. The differ ences in
color within the de posit which range from black thr·ough brm-ms,
yellows, and grays, to uhite, indicate a definj_ tely possible differen ce
:Ln chemj.cal n a ture.

Bear Pond
Coles : -

An a lys es.

I have not visi tec1 this .pond. The sar.1pl e used for my
ana lyse s ·w as coll ected by a fie l d cJ:ew dur ing the surveying
before I Joined the Corporation.

11:Lc ro scopic analys is shoued the fo l lm·,ring genera,
o ·the 1~s p·r es e11·t.

Genera :

There are

Abundan t

Lode1·a te

Occassional

Pinnul aria
Eunotia
lfavicula
Gomphonema

To.bellaria
P..rn~)hora

Suril"e lla
I~rag illar ia

Vanheurc i a
,S tauroneis
Diatom.a

Orthosera
Chemical anal yse s gave:
Si 00
( by c1 iff.) - 97 o 5
L

Al203
Fe203

-

1. 1

0.7

CaO

-

o. ~.

J.igO

-

0.3

I
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t

I
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

Eastern States Mining Corporation

I, ·································· ..······················································································································································································································································
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

18 Tremont s treet

Room 317

Street or Post Office Address

Boston 8,

Mass.

Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ...
dated ..........~l'.1.z:1.~.... ~ ..~.....
hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No.
l 775 ,.1.77.6.f.l.78.2, town of ...... .B.lue....Hill. ......................... , County of ....... Banco.ck ......................................, during the period
178 3,2200.•...J.an•....1..,... 19.60..... to ....De.c.•... -71., ............. 1960..... and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

~.~'.::".~.~!...........,

;?..?..?.......,

Noyes Pond.
Surveying - detailed mapping of pond to determine
exact limits and area of pond deposit

..

220.00

Field investi~ations by c. Coles, supervision of
sampling, collection, and general
field research, including basic field
and 16gistical expenses • • • • • • • • • . •

560.00

Costs of sampling, boring, and general · labor on
deposit; labor, transport, shipping, etc •.•

411.88

Geological investigations, contractural •

.

.. • •

..

.

•

Laboratory analysis at $200/week for 5 weeks by C• .
Coles to determine quality of diatomaceous earth, including contract sample

.

D~M/rL-~~l~i:=:=·-.s:g~;;;~~'._
'.'.t~::~::
........ ~ (............................................ , ss.

................ ( } CQ--L.{

cLJ\.d················2 ··0 ········• 19. b ../

J.?.g_·· ·~ ··· ·· · Q·~'"?..qjl.~ ,.:. . . . . . . . . .... . . who being duly

Personally appeared the above named ...........
sworn on his oath did depose and say that the foregoing affidavit is true.

-~

.

J?fi~{;,-:: : _- - ---- {j~

Foyes Pons_
Coles :-

}.?ield work a n d analyses.

The ent t r e pond area ·w as ex a mined by Le by boa t a nd t he adjacent shores
a n d adjoining bog on foot to determine appro::dmate dep t hs of Ha te r
cover ing the de posit and poin ts of draina~e into and out of the pond.
,.. ,:..,,ile :.;reo.·cc:?·
- ~;·1>,
- , . .-,·.c.c c:.: ·,::,,;:0,3
· - ,_.,-,?. El" _our
i-t·e en .Lee-c
"" · c·a_,_so
1
1 J cor111rm,.. ·
"t·.:. -i,:,
pre l, t y 1.,rn_.
ed in talks with loca l fishermen). The feed into the pond is a nnarent ly l argel y througa springs in the p ond bottom a lthough- there is-also
some feed from the bog a t th e no rth end and from shore slope draina ges.
I cou l d find no clearly defined feeder brookw
.L

Lar ge stretches a l ong the eastern, southern, and soutrn-mstern shores
·were flooded beyond the normal shor e line du e t o a beave r cl am a cross
the outlet at the southern end of the l)Ond .
(A vi.sit to the pond in
December revealed a de cided drop in the 11a ter l eve l and no flooding
c onc1J.tion. P:cesumably the beaver dam ha s been r emoved.
The entire outlet brook wa s explored from the pond to ti de1.-.rater to
de t ermine the possibility of lower ing the brook bed sufficien tly to
dra in t he pond an s a l so to estimate the imp ortance of the pond runoff to the over a ll feed of the brook. I t is bel ieved tha t the be d can
be lm-.rered sufficiently be t-we en t he pond and the highway to drain t he
p ond. It uas determined that the p ond f l ow contributes considerably
l e s s t han one fifth of the total brook f low, mos t of t he waters comi n g
fr om ex ten sive s,>'i a rnps belm.-.r the pond and from at l ea.st four o t her
t~cibutary brook s. The re vrere no o t her beaver dams or man-made dams
to tideua t er alt' _ough ther e a 1~e a number of rap i ds and a fe'i:r good
fal l s a nd pools . Nm~ mi nnm·rs or o t he1~ fish 1·rere obs e rved.
Extens ive examina t ion was mKade of the lower ( sout h ) end of the pon d ,
parti cularl y of the wa ter de pths, type of bottom, shore cont ours , e tc .
to hel p de t erm ine pl ans for satisfactorily pr eventing s i ltin 6 of the
broo:.. flow during mining opera ti on s in the pond.
- proposal in t h i s
connection was submitted to i-~r. HacDonal d of the 1•-Tater Improvement
Commission, as you 1-cno-wo
A n m.J.b er of tests on ,,-rater suspensions of the crude diatomite were
_;1ad e to determine settling rE~tes and extent of clarification .. Even
without the use of clarifiers or f l occ1..uating agents, se ttling wa s
nearl y con pl ete in an hour. The turbi dity r emaining cle ared up
pra ctico.lly completely ·within b1ren ty four hours withou t the use of
additives, but wa s effe cted almos t i mr.1 ed i a tely upon the addition of
t race a mounts of a cation such as chlorid e. Or ganic agen ts such a s
1 Flocci:tlan 1 1,1h ich are used in drinking \-Ta t er treatment, shou l d do very
1-rell here too.
During these studies of the nond I mad c2 a numbe r of :candom bo1• i ngs
·/ .
over the en tire pond a rea and , pa rtly ,be cause of ther!l , the Corporation
eek'
two more cla i ms to couplete i t s coverage of the pond . r_;Je h ired h·iO
men to do some l a r ge scale sampling of the lower end of the pond for
ca lcining studies.

-n

Dr. Koons of Col by Coll ege met me in Ells110rth durin g one of my tr·ips
to the a r ea and went wi t h me t o Noyes Pon d and examin ed it and our
boring a n cJ othe1· data. A ,_.r eek later I me t him at Colby and drove him
to Blue Hill ( a n d return) Hhe re he had h-m of his stuc1ents make raqdom
borings (of h is selection) on the pond . You k now the report he maae
on h j_s findings.

Geologic Data for Noyes Pond.
i-:aps ,,rnre dra1-m and acre&. ~;e s calculate fo1° all claims on all ponds
and a se -oa:rate n1a;o of Noyes Pond shows locations and a·o1-)ro::: i ma te
depth s o} boring; made early in 1960. No da t a or cor ~~sampl es of
these boring s are ava ilable to me. The bottom of the deposit was
not reached in any of the borings.
Using the acreage and several different average depth figu r es, I
have calculated the ,·ret tonnag es of crude diatomi te ui thin the
d eposit using a de ter 1:1ined we i ght of 77. 3 pounds l)e r cubic .fo ot.
'ieasurements mad e of 1-.ret and drie d sar.1ples gave a figure of 70~
'.vater content in the wet crude. On this bas:Ls, dry tonnages were
calculated.
The table belm•r ;:; ives tonnage estimates in the depo sit.

Average Depth of
Deposit in- Fee t

To tal We t Tons
in Deposi t

Total Dry Tons
in Deposit

1

54,287

16,286

5
10

271, 1+35

81, 1+31

i;;-42
8 r;O
.I • - ?
I

162,861

15

814,305

2L11!-, 292

20

1,os5,7t1-o

325,722

25

1,357,175

L1-07,153

30

1, 628, 610

488,583

35

1,900, 04-5

570, 014·

l+O

2,171, L:- 80

681,L1-44
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STATE OF MAINE
MAIN E MINI NG BUREAU

'
I, -

'----------------. -·

AFFIDAVIT

-

--·

INVESTIGATORY W ORK ,

------ -~-a.--~--~--~T~- -9~?-~.~.~ J·:..\~~:~:.9. .9. .?FJJ?..1.:.11.~:\?!1, -·-.
Prospcctoc's Name -

Please Print Pla inly '

/

.1.8 _Tr.emon.t _. s.tr.e ot. _. .. .... Joom Jl.7 ....
Street or Post Office Address

.13.o..st_on .8.,-.....

- - ··· --·····-- -·-·· - ···

Legal Res idence

2200

1782 ,
17~3

....... -·-- ··· - .-·-

. J.:.as:;..:i.chu.s.ett.s
State

bolder of Prospector's Permit No. 6C'. '."'.: .l3.L . , dated Januc1ry 1+, .1.960, hereb y affirm that I h ave
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equ iva lent 01 1 c:laim No.
177.5 J7Zt$, town of .:.31 1..10._ :.:111
_ _ _, County of E~n.c.oc.k . ... .... -·· --- _ __ . during the period
.. January 1. ,-. 19 60 to Dcce..:-..: :)e:' Jl 1960 _ and is specificall y desc:ribec.l as follows: (Note- The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to re\'Pa l such ch aracteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or meta l content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state. )
·;(/--,

Noyes Ponµ.

- - ·:::.,/n~urve J·.r.; ,,,- - - - - - - - - - - - $
·- - · <1

_I V

!\._µ
Ta;·l..)0 "...

(' 1·-' 0- ~ -: 11!7""
& "-')
.J .

-

a•··
. ~ r.
_J

c: ,,-,
- '- ·

-

, , , ,• . ...-,•c.,
"

- •

1~ -

-

v~ o:ogist and c rew- - - - - - ,(Rental of tr1,1c}: -: or tr.~,n ,-. ··w :->t ' "lg
~ _equipsa nt n~a c rew- - - - - __
( 3hi1;TYl::~ ch~1 r :: ·~ s- - - - - - - ----~ 5 ;_;a_l o s l.n • pp J_:J
•
__:; can:,- - - - - I

f\,
t1' . . c~.. ll.. '
\J' -1.-..~ • 17'ree
-'-

"IT) ~ , ... r

r · n~

,,-,c.L.L,; •.' <; .,,

-

-

-

-

-

325. 00

930,oc, '1.-5 ft;
220 . 0 0

95.00
21.'-t-9

15. 39
·•-

C lfF\
lb

20oQ•_
'"',
Calc ~.~ : g - - - - - - - - - - l.J-0° .. 0 0
~ r . Cc1es, f-:. old uo .: ·k - ~ - - ..l)r . ::! oles, c :1 e, ::'_ c al & ;:·'.. c r c· sccpG
1 0 ()0 . 00
a~aly ~es (5 we eks)

~
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Personally appeared the a ove named
sworn on his oath did depose and say that the foroa/ 11(\l~" ~

-
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Form I

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

Eastern states Mining Corporation

I, ·····························•·····•···--················································································································ ...····························•··-'········ .................................................................................... .
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

18 Tremont Street

Room

,17

Street or Post Office Address

Mass • .

Boston 8,
Legal Residence

State

_

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .90'.".".13.L .........., dated .....JM •.....":¾.,.... .12.9..0............, hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No.
l.?..71.,..U.1.?.... , town of ..........0.9.J..~.t>J.~..:i....................... , County of ..........W~.f3.b-.;i.r.i:g_i:..9.P.........................., during the period
....... J.~.P..!t.... J1.. ............. 19..Q.Q .. to ...P.~.9 .•.....21,................. 19..9..0... and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

Duck Ponds.
Field investigations

c.

Coles, supervision of sampling program

and field research, including extra
required transportation•••••••••••••••••••• $ 180.00
Cost of sampling, boring, collecting, and general labor including
basic field expenses and local transportation ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Laboratory analysis at $200/week for , weeks by C. Coles to

250.00

determine quality of diatomaceous earth
material in deposit•••••••••••••••••••••••••

600.00

0

Duck Ponds.
Coles:-

Field work and analyses.

Field work consisted of complete exploration of the site
and its drainage into the Pleasant River. Random shallow
borings were made for samples.
This deposit is more intriguing than any of the others,
perhaps because of its unusual location and form. If tije
story is true of an engineering firm's boring here to
240 feet without striking the bottom of the diatomite
deposit, then this really is a deposit. The purity is
high, if my analyses hold throughout.
l'licroscopic examination showed:

Genera:

Abundant

l'loderate

Occassional

Pinnularia

Navicula
Tabellaria
Eu.notia
Stauroneis
Gomphonema

Fragillaria
Synedra
Diatoma
Orthosera
Surirella

Chemical analysis showed:
Si0 2 (by diff.) Al 2 o 3
Fe 2 o 3
Cao l'lgO -

97.7
1.0

0.8

0.5
trace

.,
Form I

STATE OF MAINE
~IAINE \H NING BUREAU

A F FIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY W ORK

.. .1..a ... Tr.em.ant. . .S.t.rD..e t
Street or Post Office Address

.........no.st.on.. .8.,.

_Las s.ac L.1..1.~.e .t..ts

Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No. 60.~l}L _, dated Jru:1..1 ary. 1±.,-.1.9.60, hereb y affirm that I h ave
conducted or caused to he conducted 200 man-hours of in vestigatory work or its eq uiv alent on claim No.
1 771.,.. 177.2 , town of .C.ol ll'.:-.b.i.a...... . . .... ..... . , County of -~Ja.s1iL:: ;.ton .. ... .. , duri ng the period
January .1 7.
19 ..60 to .DecC1.J.ber 31 19 60 and is specifica lly described as follows: ( Note- The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to revea l such characteristics of the mineral sough t
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or meta l content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

Due}: Pond

Surveyi:1;:; - - - - - - -

- - -

Labor~ bc:--i:'1 6 s and .sar!-:; · •. 6 - - ~@:;: .._ :?.. --.-:::a.2::_ -!QJ: -~·.":,"!, , -. G:-: r C p ;_~ Q:"'~§.._yO :-•t ?.-t-i-Ofl o f cq 'J i.f':. f}'.';t .·.__- . :] Cr f);;:;s
Dr . ·:oles, :f :Le1d work - - - - - )Dr . Coles, che::,i c:;;.J a:: '2 ·.,'.croscr:)'p~
r

i

14 0

':l ) - -~

ar,,a l ysc:::: (

3

·,;er:;1~s ) - -

-

-

-

75'o00
1 ::?Oo 00

-

$1 02 5 . 0 0

'{O

A'-,...,~,

-t:'c,-~

a·r
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'. ~ Q_.~ -c:L~\\\i()_ . ....
i> ()\. -~
--...'. ~ ~
~~~
1
~/\~

'

I

-~
-'-I a . o--o

~L

...

,

ss.

-

Per:onally appear · the abo
named
sworn on h is oath did depose and say that the fo

_)

.

'. Vh, .

e
\

, c--

N.- . ' Public

....... ......... .

Jus~ ce of the Peace

Form I

STATE OF MAINE

M.-\INE MINii\G BUREAU
AFFIDAV IT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

r, .... ..

......~.E.l.::;.t.e..:r::n., .$.t..~.t'?$ J:Jr.:i:iJ:u~.....Q.9:r:.P9T.gJJ on.
Proo pector's Na me -

Ple:ise Print Plainly

. l B..J'r.~m.9n.t .. .S...t.r..t;;.~.:t.... .... ........... .RP 9ML ..3.l7

Street or Post Office Addr ess

. . ............ ..... ....... ... B.9.S t.on . .8.,-......

.}:as.sac.husett:::. .

Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No.
60 ~1Jl .., dated ... January ~-,. l 96Iiereby affirm that l h ave
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its eq uiva lent on cla im No.

~~,;!j~a'.zi~~S.. I

town

to l)~;e!b~f J·.:f_

. ~ounty

0~

Wa ~h:1ng_t.on: : ·········· .

duri~g the p eriod

......... ... Y. ...) .. 19..... .... tcP. .. ····"········ . .J . , 19 . 0. and 1s spec1ftc'a ll} described as follo ws . ( Note-The

work to be reported includes only that work whi ch ten ds to reveal such characteristics of the m ineral sought
as length, width, depth , th ickness, tonnage or min era l or meta l content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group . so state.)

Hiddle Lead l-1 01m ta i...-1 Pond .

su~veying - - - - - - - - Labor ' b or-l.J..,..-oJ
nr,r u"' -"':.l
~.
1
_. _-·,...- . . ...Dl' ··s ::7
Rental of station we:;on 2.nd truck
1

., _..,Jo

. to transport equipr.ien t anc1 cre·.v . 105'. CO
, l-:o Fr cedsan , analys,3: - - - - .,:,:,&j9Qo
· Dr .. Coles 7 chet:::iic.J.l :.111 (; n i c rosco ne
analyse s ( 3 wc ets ~ - - - :/'•C. 0 0

$1070 .. 00
·' - ~ <.::,

o s>

■

.Form I

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ................ Eastern ...s.tates ....Mining .corporation ... &.... Maine ....Diatomite., .... Inc ..........................................
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

....................William ... s.•....Silsby Jr •.., .... Uni.on ... Trust ....Company Building ...
Street or Post Office Address

.......................Ellsworth .............................................................................................................................. Maine ................................................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ..9.?.~.l.3l.......... , dated .......P.~.~.!'..... +.9.,... J.9§.:1--..., hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No.
17_7.9.."."..?.?9~.. ...., town of ....'!1.~l.1-! .......#..?..?....~....?..9. ....... , County of ..\i~.~.l.t.~.I:1.gt~~··········· ................, during the period
January ....l ., ..... ....... 196.2 .... to ...!D.e.cember .. 31\9..6.2.. and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

••Permission granted by Maine Mining Bureau to perform additional exploration
during period of February 16, 1963 to Febrµary 26, 1963.
Chalk Pond-Beddington, Maine

Test Borings and field survey in Bog Areas
(including soil sampling)
Field work completed by New England Test
Boring Corp. on February 26, 1963.
t

AS

., ,,, 0, JH

0 loJei

.............................. March....9, . . 1963 ........... ............................ ......... .....
Date
Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Sig~ ~ ~....

·
Suffolk
...............................................................................................................
, ss.

........ . ..........March.... 9.,... . 196 3.................................... 19...........

'iI. .. ..L~Of~········•·•····• ··. ············ · ·· ·

Personally appeared the above named ................ .P.~.is..qµ~.+.~.....A.!!... ..9.~P.~~.~.;!:-.. ......................... .... who being duly
sworn on his oath did depose and say that the foregoing affidavit is hue .

..£,. . . ~. . ... ~. . .. . . .. . . .... .113/',

Notary Public

J-1,1s:~

t,l ,c;::li!,;a.se

Fonn L

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIMHOLDER

I, ..................... Eas.tern ..States....Mining... Corporation.... &... Maine.... Dia.tomite, .Inc .•·································c1aimholder's Name - Please Print Clearly

............................. William....s •.... Silsby ... Jr •..t .... Union ... Trust .... Company ..Building························································
Address as shown on Prospector's Pennit

............................. Ellsworth .................................................................................................................................... ~.~;i;..~~········· ·····••·•············································ ········
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No. .9..?..~.l.3.l......................... , dated ..............P..~..g..!!.... J..9...t .....+..9..§;L hereby file my annual
report for the year ......1.9.9.?.......... , describing exploration, development, or mining IfEerations on claim( s)
No . .. l.7.70~2.2.0.1..................................., Town of ...~.~.4..4..i.P.,gt.9.Jl... ............................, County of .......~~·~·~·~·~····~····~~§.~:!-:A~ton
as required by the provisions of Section 10, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957 (Attach pertinent documents, applicable fees, rentals, and royalties:
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Contractural Test Borings in Bog Areas by
New England Test Boring Corp.
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STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ...........................Eastern ...St ate s ...Hining...Cor porat .ion ........................................................................................................................................
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

18 Tremont Street

Room Jl7

Street or Post Office Address

..............................._B o.st on... 8., ... Mass •...............................................................................................................!'.~~.~~. ~.... . . . . . . . .... . . . . . .... .. . ... . . . . ... . . . . . ..
Legal Residence

1 ? 82 ~

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ...§~:.JJ.! ............ , dated ......~.~·~·~
····?·~· · · ~?.§~..........., hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investig_atory work or its equivalent on claim No . .

i;;·t}~bu-6~· ·•

town o~i······l?..+.ri:·; ~I.t.~i····················, ~ unty o~ .........J~~?~.?.~.~. ·········::·······················, duri~g the period
········J ·an.·····l·,·············· 19............ to ..............................1................ 19............ and 1s specifically desc11bed as follows. ( Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state. )

1

Noyes Pond.
Surveying

$ 60.00

Contractural test borings

1496. 00

Geolog ical investigat Qon , contr act .

400 . 00

Field su pervision b 3r C. H. Coles

J60.00

Gontract ural l abor atory analyses

250.00

$ 2566.00

December 28, 1961

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Eastern States Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Capaldi:

I have received and examined the information which was
submitted by Dr . Clifford Coles on December 27 in connection
with your application for renewal of three claim groups onNoyes Pond , Blue Hill , mining claim nos. 1775 , 1776, 1782 0
1783 and 2200; Chalk Pond , Beddington, mining claim nos . 1770,
1781, and 2201; Chalk Pond , Albany, mining claim no. 1773. The
information therein was reviewed by various members of the Maine
Mining Bureau both in regular meeting on December 19 and in
separate discussion on December 28 , 1961. The Mining Bureau has
rejected a portion of your request for the one reason among others,
that your affidavits are in part not sufficient in factual information and in reasonableness to be acceptable to the Maine Mining
-Bureau.
Noyes Pond, Blue Hill , Hancock County:
The Maine Mining Bureau has rejected $1 , 496 included in your
affidavit . for the reason among others that · this information was
not considered when the Bureau discussed and voted on your case in
the Bureau mee ting of December 190 The information as presented ,
and the time -o f presentation , does not seem sufficient to meet th~
provision of Section 4 , paragraph 7, Chapter 135, Public Laws -of
1959.

In addition there is some doubt as to the technical aceeptability
There
does not seem to be sufficient information here in this analysis
report t'o enable the Secretary to determine the value of this information. This information will be accepted at the present time,
however.
of the information presented from analyses by B. A. . Barton.

With the deduction on your assessment work of $1 , 496, a total
of $1,070 remains which is acceptable to the Bureau which ~as
discussed at its regular meeting and will be allowed to the

Corporation o Therefore , the Corporation is granted permission
to renew two claims on Noye s Pond, Blue Hill Township for 1962.
It was also the unders.t anding of the Bureau that this work would
not be included and that you were only going to seek renewal of
two claims on this pond.

Mr. Patsy Capaldi

-2-

December 28, 1961

Chalk Pond, Beddington , Washington County:
Further examination of your affidavit on Chalk . Pond ,
Beddington has resulted in rejection of a portion of your
assessment work as follows :
The increase of $320 to $360 for field supervision by

C.H. Coles is not acceptable without supporting information ,
information not present in your affidavit .
The assessment expenditure submitted in c onnection with
systematic boring and sampling shows an adaitional $30 for
bulk sampling i~ Febraary , 1961 . This $30 expenditure was not
included in your original affidavit . This raises the question
why this information regarding the $~0 expenditure was not
submitted at the time of the Mining Bureau meeting. According
to your present affidavit, these bulk samples were taken almost
a year ago, and .t heir present value as useful information, if
not yet examined, is of dubious importance . This expenditure
is therefore not acceptable to the Mining Bureau at the present
time because of its lack of connection with exploration methods
on the deposit as outlined by statute.
With the substraction of these two items , a total figure
of $1 , 460 has been reached which is sufficient to hold two
claims on .Chalk Pond, Beddington.
Chalk Pond, Albany, Oxford County:
Examination of the map presented with your affidavit on this
Maine Mining claim no. 1773 indicates that the width exceeds the
maxim~~ allowable width of 600 feet as established by statute •.
The present claim as presented on your map measures approximately
840 feet by l , 250 feet . The claim is incorrectly staked and filed ,
and therefore is invalid. A renewal is not possible , and .the claim
should be re-staked as per the statutes in 1962.
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Secretary , Maine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbm

I

December 28 , 1961

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Eastern States Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear }fr. Capaldi:
We are returning your check #432 in the amount
of $18 which you sutmitted t cover the cost of
renewing nine (9) nining claims. Since the Mining
Bureau · has allo ed renewal of only four (4) mining
claims, you may re-submit a check to cover rene al
of this amount of claims .
·
Yours very truly,.

Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Secretary , Maine Mining Bureau
RGD : gbm
Enclosure

12/27/61
Eastern States Minir.

Corporation

Dropping Lead Mountain claims - nothing of interest
Dropping Bear Pond claims
Keeping claims on Noyes Pond and the t'wo Chall< Ponds

Chalk Pond Beddington 2 days work - surveying grid

$90

2 men taking bulk samples for calcining, February 21, 1961
, Receipted bill from Malcolm Beal, Milbridge in the amount of $30.

Mr. Capaldi's home phone:

Boston, Logan 9-2209

EASTERN

STATES

MINING

CORP.

1B TREMONT STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

December 19, 1961
Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
State House
Augusta, 11.iaine

Dear Hr. Doyle:
The Eastern States Mining Corporation respectfully requests permission to make the following claL~s boundary changes effective
in 1962:
Noyes Pond, Blue Hill
To consolidate the present five claims to two claims.
Systematic test borings made during this year indicate
the true limits and extent of the diatomite deposit
and make unnecessary the present claims limits.
Chalk Pond, Townships 22 HD and Beddington
Test borings made during this year and still continuing
indicate the true extent and location of the deposit
and call for a more realistic distribution of the claims.
It is proposed to leave the boundaries of claim 1781 as
they are at present but to relocate the limits of the
other twdl claims 1770 and 2201.
Chalk Pond, Albanx
Present boring information indicates that a change in the
shape of the present claim 1773 would be more realistic
in view of the shape and extent of the deposit.
Very truly yours,

~,frcJl,ff/,-f7~
Clifford H. Coles,
Technical Director

t:::ASTERN

STATES

MINING

18 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

CORP.

A

DAVISON CHEMICAL DIVISIO N

November 21, 1961

Mr . Robert G. Doyle, State Geolo gist
Dep artment of Economic Development
State House
Augusta., Maine
Dear Mr. Doyle:
Your letter of November 17th arrived ye sterday , and
I s houl d like to e2,..1J ress my appreciation to you for the maps
and diatomite inf ormation containe d therein .
Un.fortunately , Davi son has decided that the diato deposits under lease to Eastern St ates Mining Corporation
are not ec onomic to work at this time . For this reason, it
has been decided that no f urther work wi ll be conducted on this
p roject.
m:i_ te

I shoul d like to thank you f or all yo ur assistance
and s houl d yo u lmow of some other p roject in which we may be
interested, pleas e advise me . Also, shoul d you ever be i n
Baltimore, pleas e do not hesi tate to contact me .

J M:lcj

N rember V~- , 1961

Mr. ·Patsy Capaldi

Eastern Sates fining Corporation
18 Tremon Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Capaldi:
We ha

not r ce·ved your map for yo~

ne1

min·ng claim #2201 on Chalk Pond in the tom of
Beddington.

We would appreciate receiving the

map before the end of the week.
Yours

•
RGD :gbm

ery truly~

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist
Secretary , Maine Mining Bureau

November 10, 1961

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Eastern States Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street , Room 317
Boston 8 9 'Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Capaldi:
This letter acknowledges the recording of one (1) mining
claim staked and recorded in the name . of Eastern States Mining
Corporation, Prospector's Permit No. 61-131 , covering the waters
of Chalk Pond in the town of Beddington and Township 22 M.D .,
Washington and Hancock Counties, Maine , at 10:45 a . m., EST , on
Friday, November 10 , 19610
The Mining Bureau claim number is 2201 corresponding with
your claim number 2201. Mining Bureau claim tags , to be affixed
to the appr opriate corner or witness posts for your claim, are
being sent this day to your chemist, Dr. Clifford H. Coles, at
Ellsworth, Maine.
Payment of $2 in recording fee is hereby acknowledged as
received in cash on November 10, 1961.
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbm

October 27, 196_

Bro l'atsy Cupalui
E ste.rr Stat ... 1, • ing Corp.
lo Tr m nt St e ·

Bo t n , M ~ -achusetts

Dear Mr o Ca al i:

D • Col es ura ·itt ed , plan to ay of a neu claim. arrangement
covm: · · Chalk 1-ond , Totms ~i 2 a.nd 2 -, Hancock Co ·ntJ, i i c~
This area. is al a y u de
lai.m co trol by you com-~ny with
1,·a ·
·•nin B aa c aims •:.770 and. irl78l ..
om t
it states .••
follor;,1i rs th

opinion tha.,._

ini I Bureau. statutes, Section L}, subsection II,
cl , ~ 11 l be in ff ec until Dect::1nber 31st

o

date of reco
1;·

·ng.

4

...

n

·.

is therefore a valid

is cl -im~ an no o her , shall b

left: in· ac · wit h

its eldst·ng limits t:md bou ds ti.FDecember .31~ .. U on annual
renewal of u.ny such a l · d , in effec claims, upon 7hich assessment
work has been done , the claimant uo shave the right to change the
shape , size and .umber. o claims o ~r previously held public land
(or wate_.. ).. Application · for such a c :iangc should be accompa. ied
by a rief c.;;planati _ of t . e reasons for the. change , i.e.,
chan~e in -th shape of tie ore body , o 001 · ation of cla· s for
econ y 'Sake , etc ~ Suc h pplication may be submi t t ed ith or
after presentation of assessment r ports for .a pr~sent year .

This di cussi o is in keeping with ' he intent of t:he Maine
mining la, and ther tate and fede al mining laws.
Fr m he e ru in:gs i i- i
turn the
map plan for re-staking o.: your c ... • s over Chalk Pond , Beddington .
A c hange a t t his pr s ent

t.:

e canno

be acce t e d by the

·l aine

Mining Bureau o I believe t pat Dr o Coles will be i n the off i ce
i n t he nex' f iv, days nd may picl up the map
that time . Any
questions he may have r egardi ng this matt e _ can be anm,1ered at
t hat time .,

at

Yow. s very truly,
1

Robert G. oyle, State Geologist
Sec retary , Mai ne Mi n i ng Bureau
'

RGD :gbm
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October 27, 1961

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Eastern States Mining Corp.
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Capaldi:

· The enclosed letter which -.:~,as sent to you
earlier was not sent as registered mail through
an error on our part • .Je are therefore using
today's date as notification of the mining law
violation.
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle 9 State Geologist
Secreta.ry, M~ine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbm
Enclosure

October 27, 1961

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Eastern States Mining Corp.
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr . Capaldi:
1 am n-iting ~o advise you that to the best of my knowledge
you have not complied with a specific regulation in the Maine
Mining Law for State-omed lands, Chapter 135, Public Laws of
1959, Section 3--Location of claim and maintenance of right of
possession, subsection 1 which refers specifically to the
direction of four corner posts or respective witness posts .
During the past six weeks, I have visited Noyes Pond 9 Blue
Hill To~mship? Hancock County; Chalk Pond , Township, 2 and 29,
Washington County; Middle Lead Mountain Pond, Township 28 M.DG,
Washington County; and Chalk Pond , Albany, Oxford County. At
none of these specific ponds could I find any evidence of the
presence of claim posts or claim tags referring to your claim
group over any of these ponds. This is in specific violation
of Section 3, subsection l, 2 9 3 , 4, and 5.
I have made several visits to local residents in the area
and find that to their knowledge no one .has removed or placed
claim posts or claim tags on any of the above named ponds
during this past calendar year. I have not visited Bear Pond,
Township 28 M.D. , Washington County or Duck Ponds , Columbia 1
Washington County, but hope to do so in the near future. If
at the time f my intended visit I find the same situation
prevailin~ regarding claim posts, I will automatically include
these two claim areas 1ithin the scope of this notice.
Referring to Section 11, the forfeiture section in the
mining law, the first paragraph states that "the Bureau shall
notify such claimant of such alleged violation, and the nature
of such violation by sending such notice by registered or
certified mail to him at his last known address. If such
violation is not remedied within 30 days after the date of
mailing such notice , the claims of such violator in existence
at the time of such violation shall be liable to forfeiture."

Mr. Patsy Capaldi

-2-

October 27, 1961

I therefore am notifying you of a specific violation to the
statute by registered mail.
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbm

October 16, 1961

Mr o Patsy Capaldi

Eastern States Mining Corp o
18 Tremont Stree t
Boston , Massachusetts
Dear Mr~ Capaldi:

I am writing to advise you that to the best of my kno~ledge
you have not complied t:1ith a specific regulation in the Maine
Mining~ for State - owned lands, Chapter 135 , Public Laws of
1959 , Section 3 - -Location of claim and maintenance of right of
possession 9 subsection 1 which refers specifically to the
direction of four corne r posts or respective ~itness posts.
During the past six weeks, I have visited Noyes Pond , Blue
Hill Township , Hancock County; Chalk Pond , Tovmship 28 and 29 ,
Washington County; Middle Lead .Mountain Pond , Township 28 M.D .,
Washington County; and Chalk Pond , Albany, Oxford County . At
none of , these specific ponds could I find any evidence of the
presence of claim posts or claim tags referring to your claim
group over any of these ponds. This is in specific violation
of Section 3 , subsection 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , and 5 .

I have made several visits to local residents in the area
and find that to their knowledge no one has removed or places
claim posts or claim tags on any of t:he above named ponds
during this past calendar year . I have not visited Bear Pond ,
To~mship 28 -MoD•f Washington County or Duck Ponds , Columbia ,
Washington County ., but hope to do so in the near future . If
at the time of my intended visit I find the same situation
prevailing re~ardi ng cla im posts , I will automatically include
these two claun areas within the scope of this noticee
Referring to Sect ion 11, the forfeiture secti on in the
mining la:-1 , the first paragraph states that "the Bureau shall
notify such claimant of such alleged violation, and the nature
of such violation by sending such notice by registered or
certified mail to him at his last known address. If such
violation is not remedi ed within 30 days after the date of
mailing such notice, the claims of such violator in existence
at the time of such violation shall be liable to forfeitureo"

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
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October 16 , 1961

I therefore am notifying you of a specific violation to the
statute by registered mail .

Yours very truly ,

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist
Secretary , Maine Mining Bureau
RGD :gbm

March 8 , 1961

Yr . Patsy Capaldi
astern Stats Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street. Room 317
Boston 8 , Ma ssachusetts
Dear Mr . capaldi:
This will acknowledge receipt of your affidavits outlining
your exploration ork on the following o ds :

Pond

Countf

clashin

to.

ft

"

"

Oxford
Hancock

Chalk.Pond
Duck Pond
fiddle Lead Mtn .
Ber Pond
Chalk Pond
Noyes Pond

Claim Nos .

Town

Totmshi o 28 & 29
C l umbia
Tm shi 28 MD

"

Albany
Blue Hill

"

tt

1770, 1781
1771, 1772

1778
1780
1773

1775; 1776,
1782, 1783,
2200

Since two of your mining claims have bean dropped, (#1777 and
#1779 ) we are returning your check #195, dated December 7, 1960,
in the amotmt of $28.00. A new check i n the amount of $24 . 00 should
be re- issued for your 1961 renewals on the above listed twelve (12)
mining claims .
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle, Stat Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD : gbm
Enclosure

March 11,1961

I1r. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
Department of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine.
Re: East e rn States Mining Corpor ation

Dear l"Ir. Doyle:
Enclosed is a check in the amount of :$24. 00 in pay:qi.ent
of claims retention, numbers as marked on the check.
The recent borings at Blue Hills showed excellent
results- the middle part 29 feet, the sides about 20 feet,
and ne ar the bogs about 10-12 fe e t. These drilling s will
be complet e d next Tuesdf!Y at which time drillings will
commence at Chalk Pond.

I exp ect to r e turn to Maine next Thursday.

January 13, 1961
Mr . P tsy C paldi
Eastern States Min i ng Corporation
18 Tremont Street, Rom 317
Boston 8 , Mass chusetts
Dear Mr . Cap aldi :

I h ve done some field checking and gathered some information
concerning your work during the past year on the diatomaceous earth
claims throughout the state . It appears that your asses ment costs
can be validated on the ponds .
However, I would like to make a few comments on your actual
affidavits. I have spent approximately n-10 full days , working at
various times during the past 2 to 3 weeks , going over your
affidavits and field checking. I m submitting with this letter
a correct form which you should follow in once more sending us
affid avits for investigatory work on the claims .
I do not feel that it is my obligation to make your affidavits
out in such a form as will be acceptable tot~ Bureau. I have ,
however, done this in order that you will be able to hang on to
them . I do n ot fe 1 that I can give you this extraordinary service
in the future, since I do not do it for other claim holders .
Running briefly through your affidavits I have made several
notes on the sheets and make these co@
.ments here :
Noyes Pond-- it will be a lot more reasonabl~ if you pooled all
of the straight cost of sampling and boring together under one
heading, fill in the details as I noted, and put a total cost beside
it . Coles ' field investigations must be generalized to include his
basic expenses while on the job . We c n not accept words i n the
affidavits merely stating that a private car was used . This must
be included in basic expenses . You will note further that I have
explained more fully what Coles ' analysis work should state iri t he
affidavit o I am merely making a gue ss at the $200 a week c ost of
these analyses . I presume that this $200 i n cludes the cost of
materials and u se of laboratory facilities . You should make this
clear in your affidavit . Th other p nds should follow the sarae
example as outlined in the enclosed sheets . However, I shall make
these further comments-- that it is i mpossible for me to assume
that for $10 you could get any sort of boring and sampling work
done in Chalk Pond, Albany. I would n ot go across the street and
sample for $10 , and I do not assume t hat anyone else would . As I

Mr . P tsy Capaldi
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January 13, 1961

told you befor , general surveying is not acceptabl when it is
used for outlining claim posts and boundaries . According to Mr .
Shea , all the surv ying that w s done was that done in one day
while outlining cl im boundaries . This must be thrown out for
Chalk Pond, Albany .
Middle Lead Mtn . Pond--onc again the surveying, according to
Shea ' s reports , must be thrown out for the sam reason .as Chalk ·
Pond , Albany . Further , I am curious why you includ rental of a
station wagon for $105 when you do not n edit to hold the claim
and merely cause the Bureau to ask _questions about this border- line
expenditure .
, Bar Pond - -once again I throw out the surveying cost which
you do not n ed anyway and should not h ve includ d .
Ch lk Pond, Township 28 & 29--I h ve questioned your surveying
cost of $25 . I doubt that you could get on full day ' s surveying
which it would t ke to get in, set up , survey and get out for $25 .
Throwing this figure out brings you- below th amount required to
hold the two cl ims . If you c n justify holding the s cond cl im
in some fashion , I give you permission to re - submit a figure for
the two claims . You will note also that I question and request
that you repair the $30 truck rent 1 cost in the asses ment.
If you will re- submit your assessm nts following generally
the outlines I am enclosing, I believe that they will be acceptable .
The Duck Pond and Chalk Pond double claim affidavits must be
re - explained ors t up in a differ nt way to get coverag for both
cl ims . I will leave that to you to organize as you see fit .

~
,

· : ---.. If you wish to continue having amicable relations with the
Mining Bur au , I suggest that you make a strong attempt at
organizing your future work in such a way that th Mining Bur au
will consider you as being rally in e rn st about making a company
go in Blu Hill . I doubt very much that if your ass ssment data
sheets are a good ex mple , that any investm nt group or equipment
company will be r ady to do business with you .
·
I am not trying to interfere with your operation . I feel quite
confident that you have a valuable deposit , which , if organization
d velops , can be a worthwhile mining operation . I have a very strong
interest in developing mining properties in the state and will , I
assure you , do everything I can to further this end for East rn
States . You will, howev r , have to improve your effici ncy befor
this can happ n .

Mr . Patsy Cap ldi

'

January 13, 1961

.
I:

Along th s lines I suggest finally that you get help from a
compet nt mining consultant or geologist who can give you good
advice on how to ctually evaluate the d po it and get it in shape
so that you can talk to investo
I b lieve that an excellent
individual for this job would b Jack Rand her in Augusta. Among
several fine qu lities that Rand has, organization and mineral
evaluation are very high on the list. I am sur that he will b
willing to provid you with the type of information and effici nt
evaluation which is so vital to th future of your company . His
contacts with th mining and industrial prof ssion alon~ would make
him a valuable consultant . I do not b liev that you would n ed
hiss rvic s for any great amount of time, but I do think that h
or som one like him will be invaluable to you during 1961 . 1 would
be very pleased if you would take such a step and can recommend
Rand fully . This recommendation is not becaus I am a p rsonal
friend of Rand's, but because I fe l that he has th best qualifications to satisfy your ,ne ds .

I hope that during 1961 we may see some real activity in Blue
Hill and that you will make an attempt at firm organization . I
hope further that th se rather frank words will not mak you feel
that I am trying to cause any difficulty . My feelings are that I
would like to see you really do something with diatomac ous earth,
and you have my full support .
Rand may be contacted :
John R. Rand, Inc .
67 Stat Stre t
Augusta, Mine

Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist
S cretary, Maine Mining Bur au

RGD : gbm
Enclosur s

January 4, 1961

Mr . Patsy Capaldi
Eastern St,!\tes Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr . Capaldi :
In order to be in full compliance with the law ,
I suggest that you apply for a 1961 Prospector ' s
Permit to explore and hold claims on State land in
Mai ne. Enclosed is a form for application for a
Prospector ' s Permit . This form should be completed
as soon as possible and returned to this office for
filing .
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD : gbm
Enclosure

December 29, 1960

Mr . Patsy Capaldi
East~rn States Mining Corp.
1 8 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr . Capaldi:
This letter acknowledges receipt of your new
affidavits as received this morning by registered
mail. In the regular meeting of the Mining Bureau
yesterday, it was decided to hold renewal of your
claims pending investigation of certain field evidence
on the ponds . You will be notified as soon as the
Bureau comes to a final decision on renewal .
During the time of pending investigation, your
claims will be held in good standing even if the
year ends before the investigation is completed .
Yours very truly,

Robert G~ Doyle, State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD : gbm

December 13, 1960

Dr . Clifford H. Coles
Eastern Sta t es :. i n i ng Corp .
18 Tre mont St r eet
Boston , Massachusetts
Dear Dr . Coles :
I ha~ e re c eived y our letter of December 7 with the included
affidavits for assessment on your various claims in the State of
Maine . I would like to suggest that you present to me, and
possibly to the f ul l Bureau, -a complete set of receipted bills
and a copy of your rr,eologic and sa~pling work as well as ~e ports
on analyse s made by yourself and Dr . Freedman .

In most cases, .companies which present affidavits have
included a report of the activity to support the affidavit . This
report ge ne rally includes all 1eolo~ic work done including the
results of coring or drilling , and outlines in fairly complete
form the resul t s of all analytical examinations made in the
laboratory . Thi s i nf ormation serves t wo purposes, it first verifies
the fact that t he work stated has been done in a workr anlike manner,
and second, provides the Bureau with permanent records concerning .
the nature a nd character of the ~ i n eral potential in the area .
This latter information is i mportant to provide continuity for our
geolog ic control within the state .
I therefore sugi est that you either send the complete material
to me or else brinf it up here to Augusta and we can discuss it at
our leisure during your visit . I shall be in the office and
available for discussion anytime after the 21st of December, and
I suggest that you have the material here or be coming up sometime
before the 28th of December . It may be nece ssary for you to appear
at our final Mining Bureau meeting sometine durir-g the last three
days of the working year .
Please un derstand that what I am requesting is standard Bureau
policy which we have set up during the past three years .
As a final thought, I will run down through your affidavit on
Noyes Pond to show you what we expected and thought that we would
be receivinf from your company.

Dr . Cl i ffo r d H. Cole s

De cembe r 13 , 1 ~60
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Surve y ing
Labo-

G oloc; ists
Rental
Shi~ Jin chari e s
ffu d pur ha t'.' es
Cal c i r.i n;~

U.eceipts
for
each i tem

M. Fr.ee d:nan -· analy ne s

A compl e t ed receipt for wor k pl us
a report of t he se an a lyses .

Coles - f i e l d work and
ana ys i s work

A

f airly c omplete report of this

an alys i s and f i e l d ~·ork .

In addition t he r e shoul d be a brief st atement of the results
of the 1-e olog ic activit y.

This i::-f or ma tion de s cr:U-,1?.cl. above should be provided f or each
cl a i m ~roup f~r whi ch you h ave an a ff idavi t.
Your s ver y t ruly ,

Robert G. Doyl e, State Geolog i s t
Secre t a r y , :Main e Mi n i ng Bureau
RGD : gbm

December 2, 1960
Dr . Clifford H. Coles
Eastern States 1.11.1.n~ Corporat'ion
18 Tremon · Street
ston, Massachusetts
Dear Dr . Coles:
In reply to your letter of November 28 regarding asses ment
rep~rts for the various ponds which you hold under claim, I am
enclosing sufficient forms for you to ~ake up duplieate sets for ,
the year .

I would sug~est that you submit a affidavit covering work
done o eac cla1.n are a which, in his case, would be each pond .
All of your claims o each pond are cont L uous so that they could
be bunched as pond claims and the one f rm would satisfy each pond
group .
The a ·f i davit should vhov1, as stat d in the statute , only
work which ends to reveal the physical characteristics of the
mineral deposit . The question of how ~uch indirect expenditure
that ' may be applied to the assessment work is a diff i cult one to
answer . In the past t he ureau has ::elt that work of any type
done on the pond or analysis work done on material from the pond
which tends to indicate something about the mineral deposit will
be acceptable. The Bureau will not accept wo'Z"k done "on the
ground" on adjacent private land fro the claim group .

In general I would say that the Bureau would hesitate about
expenditures for company personnel, either traveling or living
expenditures in the area. I suggest that you submit your affidavits
with whatever you think is a fair estimate of your total expenditures
and leave it to myself or the Bureau to make a final decision on
what is acceptable and what is not . ·y our position , of course , is
alwa ys protected while the Bureau is deliberating . It would be well,
however , to submit these affidavits as soon as possible so that the
Bureau or myself may exami ne them for acceptability .

Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD : gbm
Enclosures

EASTERN

STATES

MINING

CORP.

18 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON, MASS .

November 28, 1960

Mr. Robert G. Doyle
State Geologist
State House
Augusta, Maine

Dear Nr. Doyle:
We are in the process of assembling the figures for our affidavits
of investigatory work and would appreciate your sending us a
sufficient number of forms for that purpose.

As I understand it

we can file an affidavit for each pond, lumping its claims, rather
than file a separate form I for each claim.

Hay we have enough

forms for the six ponds and/ or the fourteen claims we hold?

We

will appreciate duplicate forms so we can keep a set for our
records.

Is it allo1-iable to include travelling expenses for

work on the claims?
As

1,Je

indicated to Hr. Paul NacDonald, we hope soon to have t he

cor:iplete financing for the Noyes worko
Ve ry truly yours,

(' l,LL
,,?? / /
j G~,z :~ ,«~a-=._
Cli.Lford H•.Coles
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18 iREMONT 5 T
B C6 TON 8 ML\SS
JOHN J NCR JAR1Y , PRES
R\SQ UL\ LE A cA FA Lo I R TREAS
DlRECTffiS :· ofts and Fr·ancis N Naffie.
SLMML\RY

OPE.AA Tl ONS NOT S lARTED,
DEC Ll NED~ ·

FU LL DE TA l L.S LACK i NG.

Fl NANC IA L I NFffifv'A Tl ON

· ·incidental ex penses r epo,~ted to be met i n a prompt manner.

TPJ\DE
FI NANCE

On September 23, 1960, Capaldi stated that operations had not
yet commenced and decl ined all information on the business. He
declined to say when t he busi ness wou Id begin operations. Outside
sources could provlde no infor mation on the busin_
e ss.

OPEAA Tl a'-1

Has not beg un operations . Repor t ed the operation wi I I consist
of mining of raw materials. Type and product process not divulged.
LCCAT i O\I: Occupies office space on the third floor of professional
building. Space occupies measures I5x30/ prE3mises orderly.

HIS TffiY

This is a Mass corporation chartei·ed Jan 4 1960 with $2500
shares authorized common stock; 99 shares issued tor$ 1500 each.
Capald i 55, nat i ve of l taly and married. Came to this county as a
youth and is reported to have ope r ated j ndividua I ly in the street
maintena nce and constr uc tlon I .i ne. Pres en tly is the principal at interest
of Pat Capaldi Co and Capald l Realty & Contracting Co both located at
244 Everett St., Boston Mass. No f ina ncia I detai Is available on those
businesses,
9/26/60 {55
I I)

PLEASE

NOTE

WHETHER

NAME,

BUSINESS

AND

STREET ADDRESS

CORRESPOND WITH

YOUR

INQUIRY.

The foregoing re port is furnished , at your request , under your Subscription Contract, in STRICT CONFIDENCE, by DUN & BRADSTREET, Inc. as your agents and
employees, for your exclusive use as on aid in determining the advisability of granting credit or insurance, and for no other purpose.
OR2-2 (30452)
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August 9, 1960
Harold A. L. Lawrence, President
Eastern States lining Corp.
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Mass .
Dear Hr . La ·7rence :

I have your letter of August 4th, wi
r
the proposed operation your company wishes to conduct
Hill .

Needless to say, I

Hill residents in the last f
give them any definite info
am gla to hear that you are
oper t ion under w -

If yo
tion for licens
able to us the f
As I stated to
Bureau
will- not
/
thc;rc pany is fin
lly.

nquiries from Blue
e been unable to
r intentions. 1
sted in getting the

s
tion on your applicaoµggest tat your group male availn of the officers of the company.
the meeting in Blue Hill, the
- , .,..= =-·
e to mine until satisfied that
to carry on the operation sue•
to i

ine,

(1

____))
.,.,,,

Very truly yours,
(Paul A. MacDonald)

Deputy Secretary of State
PAM : ec

cc :

obert Doyle
Dept . of Economic Development

E, 0 .STERN

5T.o.TE5

18 TR L MONT

M I NING

CORP.

STR E ET

H!fo lPgillll M<l'llcl)orraldi; Cha frman
Econo.'Aliic D:evelopment Ccm11:d .ssion
Stat~ P~s@
August iill o Msiine

Dear Mir., MacDonald:
In order to keap you i nformed of our progr-asa ragarding too mini~
of d iatomacsous earth at Noye s Pond~ rilue Hill, w0 lllairt you t o
know, conf' identially e that impor.ta nt tests inv olving fail"ly l arge
but unknown q uantities at this t:bie of the product are ooing st ud i d
by agencies of the United Stat es Gover rme nt, one of which is the
At omic Ene rgy Cammission .,
Until we have a spe cific rep ort from t hese age ncies it is qu ite
:unposs1b1e for us to detenuine the size of the ope ration we would
at Blue Hill. Of course the size of the operation controls the
size of the i nvsstme nt to be ma e . Ju st as s oo n as we have received tb facts
ntioned above we will be able to provide you
with al.1. necessary d. tails. Although
f ew weeks have passed since
our meeting at Blue Hill , you will appreciate 8 I am s urea we are in
no position to b r i ng pressure on the Gover mi~ nt agenciss for th
infonnatio n we are expecting until such . time as they are ready to
give it to U8e
A.gain we want t o th a nk you for the coope ration you have give n us
and par ticularly for the excel.lent meeting with th0 c itize ns of
the Bl.u Hill are o Pl.a se be ass ured of our good f a ith nd of
ou r des ire t o get this operation at Blue Hill under way as soon

a8 possiblaG

W1th cordial regards I
Very sinc1erely yourso
E stern St atas Mining Corp a

Harold A"' L,, ~.reooe, Pree"idi9m.

.·..___
. OfFU;t -.'jj··--SE~ A,i r

Of ~A

R , ,-, •· , , .: r,
AUG
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~ sr4,

M~l~

.•

~ MINERALS
261 MADISON AVENUE

CORPORATION
• NEW YORK 16, N . Y. • MURRAY HILL 2-5700

July 18, 1960

Mr. Robert G. Doyle,
StaJce Geologist
Maine D ept. of Economic Development
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Bob:
The Ennis-Speiden Company, which is a wholly
owned sales company of the Berkshire Chemicals Company
(which, in turn, is wholly owned by Vitro) reports
that in February of 1960 a Mr. Harold Lawrence of
Eastern States Mining Corporation wrote them to inquire
of their interest in the sale of diatomaceous earth.
A representative of our company visited Eastern States,
had preliminary discussions, and confirmed our interest
in writing on March 14 . Since that time we haven't
heard anything from them and since we have never seen
samples or held any discussions with regard to price,
I am informed that the Eastern States prospect has
been written off as dead duck.

I think you must have some bad information on
the Smith Chemical Company because tnat is an outfit
that we know nothing about.
Hope this information is of some value to you.

Very truly yours,

EBH:ns

Jointly owned by ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH COAL COMPANY and VITRO CORPORATION of AMERICA
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f:llsworth , Ma i ne

June 22, 1960 .
Supt. of 2 ublic Printing
Ee onomic Develo nment

Geology (division)
Au,zu sta, t:e in e
Deer Sir:

~e have just completed our Wedn esday's issue a nd it hos
been brought to my a ttention tha t you.r 6 pt not ic e to residents

of Blue Hill was through error left out of the pa pe ro
The notice w2s all set a nd g ot cover ed up by mistake
our compositor failed to s e e it until too l s te.

□ nd

I don't know

how much trouble this will c a use you but thought you should

know about it a s soon es p oss ible .
I '1m exc eed in[s ly s orry tha t this l1a i)pened e nd

be extra c a reful with future notices.
Yours ve ry t rul y,

Hale G. Joy 1 Ed i tor

Ellsworth hmerican
Ell sw orth, Uo ine

HGJ : j

~e -w ill

Jun

21, 1960

Mr . Clifford Cols , Ch ist
E stern t
ining Corporati on
1 Tr ont Str et
Bost n, Ms

Dear Mr. Col

chus tts

:

This le te vill re in you tha the public haring
h~ _d in Blu Hill on Monday
ning, the 27th of
Jun at 8 : 00 • • in the me ting hall f the Public
Library in Blue Hill to allow the r ident of th t ffll.
to di cuss th pr osed op rations on Noyes P nd .
will b

One or
r repre entatives of he
should be r s nt tot lk with the town

orporation
opl.

Yours v ry truly,

R her G. Doyl, Stat Geologist
Seer tary , Main Mining Bur u

R-D : gb
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June 20, 1960

Mr. Robert Doy Ie
State Geologist
State House

Dear Bob:

As I explained to you over the telephone, I have a conflict on the date of June 27
which makes it impossible for me to attend the Mining Bureau field trip to Blue Hill.
However, this letter is authorization for you to consider my vote under the majority
rule for any decision you reach regarding the Eastern States Mining Corp. claim.

Sincerely yours,

aGG•:;c:A-~
Austin H. Wilkins
::---Forest Comm rssioner- ~

KEEP M AI NE GREE N

EASTERN

STATES

MINING

CORP.

18 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

June 13 • 1960
State of Maine, Bureau of Mines
Augusta, Maine
Attention: Hr. Robert Doyle, State Geologist
Dear Mr. Doyle:
We wis.h to apply for a license to mine diatomaceous earth in Noyes Pond
at Blue Hill, Hancock County. Samples taken from a number of locations
and at considerable depths in this pond indicate a deposit of large
extent and of high purity. Since we did not exhaust the material in
any of our borings, we have not determined the limit of supply, but
have conservatively estimated a minimum of 1,500,000 tons.
At the present time there are over 1500 known uses for this material,
the supply of which is produced almost exclusively on the west coast.
Preliminary inquiries indicate a ready market in this and other east
coast areas, and we are already assured of several buyers should our
venture prove successful.
Our present plans include a plant costing about $400,000 and machinery
is being contracted for which will be capable of turning out 15 tons
per hour when full production is reached. We have sufficient financing.
It is our intention to employ local labor wherever possible, and we
hope at a later date to erect at least one other plant in another part
of the State.
We are including a map of the area as a part of this report, with the
locations and depths of our borings marked ( see Geologist I s report).
If there is any additional information which you require, please do
not hesitate to contact us at once. It is our hope to begin operations
before the end of June, 1960, and any assistance you may be able to
give us in expediting this request will be greatly appreciated •
. Very truly
;·
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South Brewer, Me.
May 20, 1960
Maine Mininn: B• reau
State Hnuse
August.Q, Me.
1

Dear Sirs:
At the meeting of the Maine Mining Bnreau held at the
State Hnuse in A11gusta on ¥.ia.y 16, 1960 I was reouested tn tell
the :V1aine Mining Bureau the lPngth of time rey lawyer estimates
would be required to make a thorough sear~h for further proof of
ownership to lands under the waters of Noyes Pnnd in BluP Hill.

I

have consulted

Mr. Philip Lovell of the firm of Hale

&

Hamlin

in Ellsworth, Maine regarding this an~ other questions. He says
that about ninety (90) days will be necessary.
At the same meeting someone asked me., in relation to
Chapter 418 of the Private Laws of 1897, if I have any information
to suggest that any department of the state was at that time
concerned about the survival of our fishlife. I could not answer
at that time, but now I would like to point out that this very
same pond h"ld already been the sub .i ect for legislative action
in this regard. Fish were protected in Noyes Pond at Blue Hill
by the passage of Chapter 146 of the Private Laws of .1891. Even
so,the legislature in 1897 sanctioned the lowering of the water
so the Infusorial Earth Company might remove the deposit from
beneath the ~ater"near the shoreline.
Yours -truly,

l,,//4:_,t;J.~'J4/
William P. Hinckley

cl'

..Tune 6, 1960
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De r l•Ir. Moff i :

This letter
by th

rdi~~ of two mining cl ims
E
rn Stat
i·ning Corp. , Pros ctor ' s P rmit #60- 131
s Pon in Blu H.'.'..11 Township, H ncock County, Main 9 on
day, Jtm 1 . 1960, at 2: 00 p . m. 9 ED .

Th ?-{..in!ng Bur u claim numbers ar #1783 and #2200 . Mining
Bur u cl.ai . .t gs t o be affixed to the appropriate corn r or
witn
post f r your. cl im, ar beings nt to you this day
und r s part cov r .

recef

Pym nt of $4 . 00 in r cordi ng f es i b r by ackncnl dg d a
b Uo S . Pot 1 Mon y Order #1- 71.972,619 .
Yours very truly,

Rob rt G. ~oyl e , St t e Geologi t
Secretary, Main Mini ng Bureau
RGD : gbm
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Hay 26, 1960
R. W. Macdonald, Ch. Engr.
Water Improvement Commission
State House
Augusta, Maine
Dear Mr. Macdonald:
In accordance with the request of the Commission at our hearing on May 16,
the Eastern. States Mining Corpor~,n_wishes to submit the following proposal for keeping the waters of ~
Brook , the outlet of Noyes Pond , Blue
Hill, up to their present classification of B-1 during the contemplated
mining under the waters of Noyes Pond.
As you perhaps know, the lower part of
the pond for approximately 100 yards·
above the outlet is constricted, relatively
shallow , and in large part choked with
weeds and bog. 'l'o prevent any lowering
of the present B- 1 classification of the
outlet waters due to pollution by fine
sediment or otherwise from our mining
operations we propose to use modern public
water supply techniques as outlined below.
We plan to construct three temporary
earthen and sandbagged darns across the
constricture, thus producing three settling
basins , one before each dam . Just before
the present beaver dam site at the pond·
outlet we will construct a gravel-sand filter
settling pond and sediment screen .
Since these are proven techniques for removing sediment from water supplies,
we feel that they will be more than adequate to cope with any sedimentati~n
produced from our under-~ater disturbance of the pond bottom . Furthermore ,
we plan to operate at first , and for several years, at the upper end of the
pond only, thus leaving the lower half of the pond free to act as a settling
basin. Our own laboratory experiments on the material from Noyes Pond
show that water in which it is agitated and suspended clears rapidly when
allowed to stand undisturbed .
It is our hope that this proposal meets with your approval. If it is convenient for you, we would appreciate a note from you with your comments and
suggestions before the n~w hearing scheduled for Ju ne l J.
Very truly yours ,

·--·c,::-. .e-1'_)1/
.77 c1./:/,.~/'if"'/, -c;,?~'(.~£7
Clifford H. Cole s ,
Te chni cal Dir e ctor

EASTERN

STATES

MINING

CORP.

18 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

Proposed Milling Operation
The diatomaceous earth will be removed from the deposit by open pit
mining operations and transported to the mill by endless belt. The
mill itself will be located close to the present shore line of Noyes
Pond on land leased from the owner, Mre. Hinckley.
The first step in the processing will be the passage of the raw earth
through an oil-fired calciner. This piece of machinery is a rotating
kiln approximately 100' long and 9 1 in di§meter.
From the calciner the clinker passes into one of two types of grinders,
a continuous-feed ball mill or a comrentional continuous-feed hammer
mill, where it is reduced to fine particle size.
The ground material then passes into the first of two air classifi~rs
where it is separated into two fractions according to particle size.
One of these fractions then feeds into a second classifier for further
separation by particle size.
There is a strong possibility that a need will materialize for an
additional ultra-fine particle size fraction. If so, a portion of the
previously classified material will feed into a large micronizer
and be broken down to approzimately single micron size.
Each separated fraction will proceed from the classifiers into storage
bins. From these it will feed into a bagging machine and from there
to the bag storage warehouse for subsequent shipment.
It is estimated that the completed plant will cost in the range of
$400,000.00. It will be operated on a three-shift basis, twenty four
hours a day, and will employ approximately 150 men at full capacity.
Machinery is being contracted for which will have a capacity of
fifteen tons per hour production.
. .. 7
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Dr. Clifford H. Coles, Technical Director

COLBY COLLEG E
W A'fER VI LLE , M AINE

10 Fay 1960

DEP,',RT ME NT OP GEO L OGY

·-. . . . _____~ as.tern ..:3tates I'.1ining Corp ..
~
rem.ont :3treet
Boston 9 1ass .,

_)

Attenti on: Dr . Coles
Dear Dr o

Coles :

I have examined the property i n '!:3lue E i ll at No7,rps
. 'ond in w hic h you are interested. Exflmination of the
sampl es collected from that loc a lity indi c ::l te that diatomEl c eous
earth i s pr e sent •

~nder present c ondit ions it is i mpo ssible t o verify
the full depth of borings made throu~h the ice, bu t che c k
borings indi c ate de~ ths o f not le ss t han 17 fe et, and indications are that the r eported de~ths of 4 0 feet or P-ore
are pr o bably corre c t o
If further bo ri n gs :..i r e to be me.de , 1 wou ld sugge st that
the f i r st few feet be c ~s ed with ~ipe, in or~er t hat mor e
a ccu rate log s coul d be maje o f properties at va ri0us d enths,

Very sincerely P

Donald s on Ko ons
Chairma nP Departme n t
of Geolog y
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COPY
D-epartment of Geology and Geophysics
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

June 20, 1955

Mr. William Herbits
84 State Street
Boston 9, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Herbits:
Recently, you called my office and asked me to examine a
sample, which was subsequently delivered to me by Mr. Cook. He
informed me that this material had been supposed to be talc or
chalk.
This material was first examined by x-ray diffraction
methods. A diffractometer record was first made. Since this
showed only "background", and no sharp lines such as given by
crystalline mater:ia ls, a second run was made as a check. This
gave essentially duplicate information.
Next, a series of x-ray powder photographs was made of
the material. The photographs showed not only a strong background,
but also some weak lines. These were measured and an attempt made
to identify the substance causing them. The mineral quartz, Si02,
appeared to fit the measurements. The strongest x-ray powder
photograph was, therefore, compared with a blank photograph made
by pure quartz, and this confirmed the identification.
The status of the examination was then as follows:
The
sample must consist chiefly of amorphous material to give rise
to the strong non-crystalline background, yet it must contain a
few percent of crystalline impurity in the form of quartz. This
suggested that the sample might be diatomaceous earth.
It was,
therefore, examined with the polarizing petrographic microscope
and found to consist entirely of the characteristic amorphous
tests of diatoms.
As a consequence of this examination, it is evident that
the material submitted is diatomaceous earth. Judging from the
particular sample examined, it is quite pure, the main impurity
consisting of a few percent of quartz.
Since diatomaceous earth
is opaline (amorphous) hydrated silica, and since quartz is
crystalline silica, the chemical purity of the material seems
to be high.
Very truly yours,

s/
MJB/r

M.

J. Buerger

M. J. Buerger

Estimated Mining Data
Average Depth of
Deposit in Feet

Total Wet Tons
in Deposit

Total Dry Tons
in Deposit

Time To Mine <Alt
Deposit in Months

L

.54.287

16.286

2

.5

271.43.5

81,431

10

10

.542,870

162.861

18

1.5

814,30.5

21.JJ+,292

28

20

1,08.5,740

32.5,722

37

2.5

1,357,17.5

407,1.53

4.5

30

1,628,610

488,.583

5.5

3.5

1,900,045

.570,014

64

40

2,171,480

681,444

73

The above calculations were-made using a total claims acreage of

J2.4 acres and a weight of 77.3 lbs. per cubic foot mf the raw

diatomaceous earth before mining. Dry tonnages of finished material
are figured at JO% of wet tonnages.

Dr. Clifford H. Coles, Technical Director
Eastern States Mining Corporation
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Mass.

Mr . Joseph A. Moffi
East rn State Mining Corp .
1 8 Tremont Street
Boston, ~..as chusett
Dear Mr . Mof f ie:
The e nc1o , ed 1 t ter a cknowledge the receipt of your various
application ~ to th Maine Mining Bureau .
There i11 be
Mining Bureau meeting on Monday , May 16 , 1960 ,
at 1 : 30 p . m. , E. D. T., in the Judiciary Room of the State House . It
is requested that you and some qualified engineer be present to .
provide information to the Bureau so that the .members will be better
able to make a decision .
You should be able to present your plans for mining and
marketing t he -material, and also to discuss with the Bureau -any
proposed ch n ges which you will make in Noyes Pond and Peter ' s
Brook.
I wish t thi time to point out that the following section-Section 5 of the Statute involved in Chapter 135 Public Laws of
1959, which deals with a License to Mine, must be followed exactly
in making formal application.
·
·
"License to mine ; fees . Any person or corporation with a
recorded claim or contiguous claims in accordance with section 4
may make appl.ication to the Mining Bureau for a license to mine ,
accompanied by a report from a geologist or mining engineer in
good standing, describing proposed operations , together with the
required license fee , plus an accurate survey of the property
boundaries certified by a qualifi ed surveyor . If aaid applicant
has previously received a ruling from the Mining Bureau under
section 4, subsection IX. that the proposed mining operations will
not conflict with ny p~ior or proposed State uses, a license to
mine in the re specified sh 11 be granted under such terms and
conditions as the Bure u may require . If no such ruling has
previously be n given , then no licens to mine shall be granted
until the Bureau is satisfied that no such conflict exists . The
license to mine shall expire on December 31 t of each year . The
annual fee shall be $25 per claim _included in the license to mine .
The license to mine shall be renewed on expiration providing th~
licensees tisfied the Bureau that he has complied ·ith the terms
and conditions i mposed by the Mining Bureau in his icense . "

Mr . Joseph A. Mof f ie

May 2, 1960

-2-

I now refer to your application folder . The enlarged copy
of your staking map which you have pres nted as your license
application map is not as satisfactory · s would be desired in
this case . The reference points could be found and the location
and area pl ot ted again, but in my opinion, nd that of oth r
qualified eng ine rs, it is not of suitable accuracy to be on
permanent f "1e for
license survey. I would suggest that yo~
have the ar a re-surveyed , including 11 three claims and produce
a certified map for use with the licen e .
It woul d also be dvis ble to have
report of your proposed
mining and on - s ite milling operation 1 ritten and discussed by a
mining eng i n r or g ologi t .
The pr imary purpose of accurate
operations i to provide information
in their deliberations .

urveying and description of
nd control for the Bureau

If you h ve any questions or reque st for advice , I would be
pleased to be of what ver assistance that this office may provide .
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologi t
Secretary, M ine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbm

M .y 2, 1 60

YJl" . Joseph --• ~!of_i

Eastern St t s lini ng Corp .
1 Tr m n .... t reca

Bostoi , r ss chu ett
D

r Mr. Mof,t:ie:
Thi

from. h

cknowledges receipt of the following applicatio~s

r. st r:i "'tat s -~ini ng Corpor tior: , Pro sp c t r '

Perm ·

t,T • 6 0• 131 .

Applic tio~ f or icens t !'1in Cl L.= l/1 775, :117i6, 17P L_ . _ t
F..an

ck ·

U..'1.ty 11

Application f
Cl :ms : 177~

n

Hane ck Comity,

,.-l

f Elue Hill,

1ai e .

c Use Machinery and Explosives #1776 in the mm o Blue Hill,
'.Jaine .

b.in ry and Explosives for Prospecting Claicrs #1775 nd #1776 in the to·m of Blue Hill,
Hancock County, Maine

Permit to Us .... ,..

Applic tion for Land Us Ruling Claims #1775 snd #1776 in the tovn of Blue Hill,
H ncock Co"Wlty, .fa~ne .
Land U e Ruling Claim #1775 and #1776 in the town .of Blue Hill,
Hancock County , Maine .
Prompt action ri.11 be taken r garding th se applications .
/

Yours very truly,

Robe · G. Doyle, State Geologist

Secretary, r ine Mining Bureau

RGD: gbm

April 14, 1960

·Hr . J ose_ph A. Moff .:.e
E ste_n St ate Mininr Corp .
1 8 Tremont Street
Boston , Massachuset ts

Der Mr. Moffie :
This lette r a cknm ' 1 d ges the recordi ng of 1 mining claim on
Chalk Pond in the Townships of #28 and #29 , Washi ngton County ,
Maine ; and 1 ini ng claim on Noyes P nd in the To ·m of Bl u Hill ,

Hancock County , Maine , r e corded in t he name of astern Stats
Mining Corp . , Prospector ' s Permit No . 60-131, at 10: 50 a . m., EST .,
on Monday , Apri l 11, 1960 .
The J. .:.n i ng Bur eau cl im numbers are #1 781 nd #1782
corre pondin T .consecutively with your #1 781 and #17 82 . Mining
Bureau c laim tags, to be ffixed to t he appr opria e . corner or

iitnes post s f or these claims, are being s nt t oy u this date
under sep rate c over .
Payment of $4 i n r ecording fees is hereby acknowledged as
received in cash on April 11, 1960 .
Yours very truly ,

Robert G. Doyle, State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD : gbm
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March 17, 1960
State

or Maine,

Bureau of Mines

Augusta, Maine
Attentions

Mr. Doyle, State Geologist

Gentlemen&
We are applying for a· license to mine Diatomaceous Earth in No~'e) Pond, Blue Hills,

County of Hancock.
We have taken samples in a great number of di£.f'erent positions and depths in this
pond. We have had these samples examined by accredited engineers and geologists
and other interested parties who have .found that this material is almost pure. We
have. had it run through different materials that require ancadditive of Diatoni.aceous
Earth and round out that there is almost 1,650 uses for this material. We have

also bored for depth, and according to our borings, we find there is an estb1ated
1,500,000 tons. We plan to market 100,000 ton per year, so you can readily see
th~t we have a fifteen year supply. In our borings, we have not touched at the end
of the material at any time, so ~t is anybody's guess as to how much more material
there is in this deposit.
·
·
We have surveyed the market and contacted dif'.ten,nt distributors and users, mostly
national concems, in regard to the sales. We have at this time, tentative order~
and users of approximately thirty ca.rs per week.
As you know, the position of these mines of being on the East coast as against the
other ti-10 mines a.nd producers being on the 'W st coast, makes for an easy market on
account of the much lower .freight rates.
We do not ask any .financial hejl:p from th city, town, or state concerned in the
building of this plant. The estimated cost of this plant is $350,000.00. We are
financially able to handle ·our own .financial ne ds. All we ask is the assistance
or the o.ff'icials and the state and town in aiding us in putting this material en
the market.
An accompan_ying map of the area wili be part or this report. We expect and are
planning, if it is agreeable with you, to start producing in May or 1960. We dll
use all local labor where available.
!n our investigations or this market, we .find that the demand is .far greater than
the supply. We hope to build a supply and a demand large enough for another plant
in another part 0£ the state.
We want to conform with every law and regulation that the state requires. We do not
expect acy favors. We are ready and willing to allow you to examine our books when
we are operating at any time, so that you may be sure that the state receives its
.full muount of the 5'/b fee .

EASTERN

STATES

MIN I NG

CORP.

1 B TREMO N T STRE E T
BOSTO N , M ASS.

We are setting our sights on a. tonnage or 200 tons per day, which we feel will
net the state a goodly sum of revenue. We have the ,transportation, sales,
machinery, building., _,and other necessary . eonponent parts · all put together and ready
to go to work, if ou will .p e\..:fq:) dnd as . to expedite this matter.
'

'

I

••,

'

This is going to be a long. term · endeavor. As you no doubt know, we have a great
ma.ny years supply an:· ad or us.. Every: d y the -uses or. t ¥..:..s . t.~x1.al are ,getting to
be more and ·more in demand~.
·
,We should like to have our request .expedited as soon . as possible. Any d,e lay would
cause us extra cost and .hinde·r proposed operations. Your immediate attention in
this· matter td;ll ·be ·greatly · appreciated.·
·

GERRY WADE
SUPT .

OF

W. R. DEGARMO
CHIEF,

H ATCHERIES

GAME DIVISION

CARLL N . FENDERSON

ELMER. H . INGRAHAM

DIRECTOR .

CHIEF WARDEN

IN FORM A T I ON AND EDUCATION

DR. W . HARRY EVERHART
CHIEF,

FISHERY RESEARCH

DIRECTOR , CONSER V ATION

ANO MANAGEMENT

FISHERY

CHIEF ENGINEER

RE SE AR CH

WINIFRED E . CLARK

C. KEITH MILLER
BUSINESS

EDUCATION

LAURENCE F. DECKER

LYNDON H. BOND
COORD IN A TOR ,

SECRETAR Y TO

DEPARTMENT OF

MANAGER

Iluluub llft.alrert.r.a attb
ROLAND H. COBB,
GEORGE

w.

BUCKNAM,

~runt

COMMISSIONER
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

AUGUSTA

March

1 , 1960

Mr . Robe:r·t Doyl e
St ate Ge olog i s t
Dept . of Economi c De ve l opment
Dear Bob :
I have j ust re c eived a det a j_l ed _epo1·t on a cluster of ponds
in t h e Ch a l k Pond area wh ich I t h i nk will b e o:f i nte e st to
:ou . 1.et me know i f you have a.ny c omments.
Be s t

DIVISION

FRANKLIN A. DOWNIE

-rishes .
Si nc ere l y yours,

:?.OLAl\!"D H. COBB
COrfiH I SS IONE

RHC :WEC
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March 7, 1 960

Mr. Harry Philip Edwards
Attorney at Law
18 Tremont Street
Boston 8, Massachusetts
Dear Mr . Edwards:

In reply to your letter of March 2 requesting information
about the Eastern States Mining Corporation, our records show
that the above company has been issu.e d a 1960 Prospector ' s
Permit and- has recorded in its name ten (10) mining claims on
State-owned land or Great Ponds in Maine .
The three men mentioned i n your letter--Moffie, Moriarty
and Capaldi--are the princip~ls of the company . The company
is registered as a corporation in the State of Massachusetts
as of January 1 , 1960 .
The ten claims , each of twenty acres in area , are located
as follows:
Claim No .
177()
1771
177 2
1777
1778
1779
178 0
1775
1776
1773

TownshiE
# 28 & #29

Columbia
Columbia
#28 MD
# 28 MD

#28 MD
# 28 MD

Blue Hill
Blue Hill
Albany

County

Pond

Washing.ton

Chalk Pond
Chalk Pond
Chalk Pond
Lower Lea,d Mountain
Lower Lead Mountain
Bear Pond
Bear Pond
Noyes Pond
Noyes Pond
Chalk Pond

"

"
"
"
"

·ft

Hancock

"

Oxford

All these claims are prospects f or diatomaceous earth
deposits, lying under Great Ponds . With the exception of
staking and surveying , no work has been done on the claims
for some time .
Yours very truly,

RGD: gbm

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist
Secretary , Maine Mining Bureau

HARRY PHILIP EDWARDS
1B

NORMAN F. SOLOMON
F"L □ RIDA

TREMONT

BOSTON B ,

STREET

CAPITAL

7-1653

MASSACHUSETTS

BAR

61

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

SUMNER ROAD

ASPINWALL

7-0B13

BROOKI...INE 46, MASSACHUSETTS

1205 I...INCOI...N ROAD

JEF"F"ERS □ N B-8

3 9 6

MIAMI BEACH 39, F'I...CRIDA

REPI...Y To

Bost on

CF'F"IC£

March 2, 1960

Mining Bureau
State · of Maine
Augusta , Maine
Gentlemen:I would appreciate your ind icating whether
your records indicate mining claims "staked" in the name
of Eastern State Mining Coo (or a name closely similar)o
I am informed that one Joseph A. Moffie, one John Moriarty,
and one Patsy Capaldi are the active members of this corp orati on.
If such claims have been "staked" may I request
the exact corporate name in which same have been listed,
and the townsh ip and courity in whic h each such claim has
been lis tedo
}
I

February 10, 1960

Mr o Joseph A. Moff ie

Eastern States Mining Corp .
1 8 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachu setts
Dear Mr . Moff ie:
This letter acknowledges the recording of 2 mining claims
on Lower Lead Mountain Pond in Township #L8 MD ; and 2 mining
claims on Bear Pond in Township # 2 8 MD, Washington County , Maine ,
recorded in the name of Eastern States Mining Corp ., Prospector ' s
Permit No . 60-131, at 11:45 a . m., EST . , on Tuesday , J~nuary 26 ,
1960 .
The Mining Bureau claim numbers are #1777-1780 inclusive ,
corresponding consecutively with your #1777-1780 inclusive .
Mining Bureau claim tags, to be a ff ixed to the appropriate
corner or witness posts for these claims , have been issued in
hand to you .
Payment of $8 in recording fees is hereby acknowledged as
received in cash on January 26, 1960 .
Yours very truly,

Robert G. Doyle , State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD: gbm
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January 19, 1960

Mr • . Joseph A . Moffie

Eastern States Mining Corp .
18 Tremont treet ·
Boston , Massachusetts
Dear ~Ir . Moffie:
This letter acknowledges the recording of 1 mfn!ng claim
on Chalk Pond in the Townships of #28 and #29; 2 mining claims
on Duck Pond in the Town of Columbia, Washington County, Maine;
1 mining claim on Chalk Pond in the Town of Albany , Oxford
County, Maine; and 2 mining claims on Noyes Pond in the Town
of Blue Hill, Hancock County, Maine, recorded in the name of
Eastern States Mining Corp . , Prospector ' s Permit No . 60 - 131 , at
10:35 a . m. , EST . , on Thursday, January 7, 1960 .
The Mining Bureau claim numbers are 1770 , 1771 , 1772 , 1773,
1775, and 1776 . Claim numbers 1770-1773 are considered relocations
since they are the same locations and claim arrangements as have
been staked for the past two years . Claims #1775 and #1776 are
considered new claims since they had not previously been staked
and tagged .
Payment of $12 . 00 in recording fees is hereby aclmowledged
as received in cash on January 7 , 1960 .
Yours very truly ,

Robert G. Doyle , · state Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbrn
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STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES

EAS TERN STATES MI NI NG CORPOR.I\.TION

I, ················································•·········································.. ··············.. ··························· · · · · - - Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

- - -····················.. ····---·······························.. ····••

18 Tremont St ree t, Bos~bn, Mass .

............................................................................................................................................- ......................................................... - --················· ..·········································Street or Post Office Address

..............1s .... Tremont.....s tre.et., .....Bo ston., ... J'Iass a chus e.tt.s ..................... _ _ _ __
Legal Residence

holder of Prospector's Permit No.

State

?.?..::::.~.! .~. .. . . .. . . . ., dated ....~.'.:'.:?.. ~......~. ~. . .}.~§.?.., hereby make application

.to use machinery or explosives in prospecting on claim(s) No .

.J..7.2.5......@.9:....J.2.'Z.6~ - - - - - - -

Town of .Blue ....Hills............................................................... , County of ......... Hanco.c k ..............................................................-··········-·
1.

The methods to be employed will include the use of the following types of machinery or amounts of
explosives in the following ways:

2. What effects may the proposed procedures be expected -tc;> cause, if any, to other natural resomces or
fish and game?

__~;st~
.7/;;~s_[t;:J,g_ Corpor~~~::
Date

Applicant's

tature

l'orm

G

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES

EASTERN STATES MINI NG CORPORATION

I, ·······················•··················································································································································································-- - - -- - -···················Applicant's Name - Please PriJ?t Plainly

18 Tremont Street, Boston , Mass.
·······································································································•················---························------································································--···
Street or Post Office Address

18 Tremont Street, Boston, 1assachusetts

····························································································································································································-······························································································-Legal Residence
State

.
, p ' . N 60-131
d d Jan. 4, 1960 h . b
k
. .
h oIder of Prnspector
s erm1t o. ······---··················, ate ·············· - -- - - -, ere y ma e app11cahon

!Z?.2. . .~ .9:. . _l....,7'--7,._6_ __

to use machinery or explosives in prospecting on claim(s) No . .
Town of ..~!~.~··········!·!·!··~·······························································, County of ...

_

Hancock .........................................................................

l.

The methods to be employed will include the use of the following types of machinery or amounts of
explosives in the following ways:

2.

What effects may the proposed procedures be expected to cause, if any, to other natural resources or
fish and game?

Date

l' orm .t1

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES FOR PROSPECTING

These presents certify that

EASTERN STATES MINING CORPORATION

holder of Prospector's Permit No. E°?._9.-l 31 .....................-, dated ....

'.!..?.-.~. . ::-t..L ...! .9..§.Q.............., is

authorized by the

· M.mmg
· Bureau t o use mach.mery an d exp1os1ves
·
f or prospect·mg on c1aim
· ( s ) N o .....................................................
1775 and 1776
..
M ame
.................................... , in the Town of .....~J:JJ..©.....J:U,,1J. § ......, County of ....IL?.,P.G..9.G.K.......................... , during the period
........................................................................ to ..........................................................._........... , in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Bureau, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957.

Description of authorized methods:

_...................

______________
Date

• •••••••••• ••••• ••••• •• • •• • •••••••••• • •• • •• • •• • •••••• • • • • • - - - • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••• • · •••••••Ut ,, ,o ,..

Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau

•

J:<

orm

.t1

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
PERMIT TO USE MACHINERY AND EXPLOSIVES FOR PROSPECTING

These presents certify that

EASTERN STNr.a!JS MINING CORPORATION

No.~9..:::!.?~- --, dated ....~~ ....~..! .....~.~§9................, is authorized by the
Maine Mining Bureau to use machinery and explosives for prospecting on claim(s) No . ...~.?.?.2 . . .~.9.-.. . .;_776

holder of Prospector's Permit

.................................... , in the Town of .........!Y.:.~...... ..t1J.~ ......, County of ....ija-P.:q.Q.~.~··························, during the period
........................................................................ to ........................................................................ , in accordance with the provisions of the Maine
Mining Bureau, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957.

Description of authorized methods:

- - - - - - - - - - - -.. •••••••••••••••• ••• •••••• .. •••••· •••••·•••••••••"'••--k

Date

Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION FOR LAND USE RULING

I, ................EASTERN.... STATES .... 1'1IlHNG.....CORPORAT.I ON ............
Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

...................... 18 .... Tremon t .....Stre.et......,......Bo st on , ..... t1:~ .~·~···~························································································································
Street and Post Office Address

18 Tremont St., Boston, Massachusetts
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . ..6.0.::-:.l...3..1 ................... , dated ...J.a.n..•......1+ .•.....1.9.60.., hereby make application
·
Bureau f or a ru 1·mg as to w h eth er mmmg
· · opera t·ions on my c1aim
· ( s ) N o................................................
1775 and 1776
to th.e l\,r•
•immg
.
.................................................................. , Town of ..J:3.+..P-.~......fij,J,J.$....................., County of ...J:fa!1.C..9..Gk ................. .......... ................, can
be carried on consistent with any prior or proposed other use by the State or any agency or instrumentality thereof. The proposed mining operations may effect the lands, timber, ponds and streams, fish and
game, and other natural resources on the claim ( s) in the following described manner:

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU

APPLICATION FOR LAND USE RULING

.

EAST RN STATES MINilqG CORPORATION

I,······ ······················································ ······· ··········································•······ ················································ ·························· ······· ·····•·································· ············································

Applicant's Name - Please Print Plainly

18 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Street and Post Office Address

18 Tremont St ., Boston, I1assachusetts
Legal Residence

State

holder of_ P.rospect_or's Pe1:mit N? . . '$..9.'.".'.".1.2.i.......... :········: ~ated ...~~·~·····1·,·· · ·~9..~Q., hereby!o/1.5 a1?:Hi\iatf1?G
to the Mmmg Bureau for a rulmg abfu~heftfif~nmg operat10ns on my~~~Jfo, ...............................................
.................................................................. , Town of .................................................................. , County of ................................................................................., can
be carried on consistent with any prior or proposed other use by the State or any agency or instrumentality thereof. The proposed mining operations may effect the lands, timber, ponds and streams, fish and
game, and other natural resources on the claim ( s) in the following described manner:

.ronn .r

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
LAND USE RULING

The Maine Mining Bureau has received and studied the application of:

-EASTERN STATES MINI NG CORPORATION

holder of Prospector's Permit No. E:>0 :::-.1.3.J......................, dated ...... J..9'P.-..!..... .4. ,......+.9.f>,Qor a Land Use Ruling on
claim(s) No ..1.7.7.5.....an.d... l7.7.'6.............. ............................. Town of ....... Blue.....Hil.ls ....................................... County of
............H.an.c..o.ck..................................................... , as provided in the Maine Mining Law, and hereby describes its findings and rulings as to whether or not the proposed operations of the applicant can be carried on consistent
with any prior or proposed other use by the State or any agency or instrumentality thereof:

Date

Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau

runu r

STATE OF MAINE
MAINE MINING BUREAU
LAND USE RULING

The Maine Mining Bureau has received and studied the application of:

EASTERN BTAT~S MINING CORPORATION

4.. ,~. . .

holder of Prospector's Permit No. §Q:.-+..?.J... ............... , dated ........~.@..•......
~.9..9~or a Land Use Ruling on
claim ( s) No . ... l.??..5 .....and .....1.7?..6 .......................................... Town of ....... JJl.u..e...... Ril.J.J.l ................................... County of
..............H.a.nC.O.C.k ................................................... , as provided in the Maine Mining Law, and hereby describes its findings and rulings as to whether or not the proposed operations of the applicant can be carried on c011sistent
with any prior or proposed other use by the State or any agency or instrumentality thereof:

Date

Authorized Signature
Maine Mining Bureau
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Confidential memorandum regarding Eastern States Mining Corporation

The enclosed memorandum is a summary of the activity of the
Eastern States Mining Corporation and its predecessors during the
past 2 or 3 years. I have perhaps been outspoken in some of my
comments within this memorandum, but I believe that the comments
are j~stified.
According to the Attorney General's office, the mining law
regarding assessment work is not too strong where it deals with
(1) the type of assessment work being done, (2) the quality of
that work, and (3) the general technical and moral attitude of
the claim holder doing assessment work. This situation may be
improved in future years. With Eastern States, however, we are
dealing with the present law. The AG 1 s office feels that the only
sure method that we have to apply pressure on Eastern States is to
examine with great diligence all of the assessment work reports
submitted; if the Bureau decides that the assessment work does
not fulfill the obligations as outlined in the statute, there are
sufficient grounds to refuse renewal. Only by non-fulfillment of
assessment work can we refuse renewal. - By legal procedure the company has the right to appear before
the hearing officer and state their case in rebuttal of our
possible refusal to renew. At this time it may be possible to
introduce the. background and history of the Corporation, citing
instances -where we feel that they are not living up to the intent
and spirit of the law. However, since the hearing officer must
be guided primarily by the statutes, he will probably base his
tinding on direct interpretation of the wording of pertiRent
sections of the mining law.
If after examining the assessment reports of Eastern States
the Bureau feels that the Corporation should not be allowed
renewal, then our written and verbal announcement of this fact
to the Corporation must be based upon the statute. The Bureau
then must say, "the application for renewal of claims xxxx by
xxxx have not been renewed because the Bureau felt that the
assessment work requirement has not been completed satisfactorily."
Some explanatory wording might follow, but the entire ruling must
be based on the statute alone.

The Eastern States Mining Corporation will, I believe,
attempt to renew their claims on several ponds in Hancock and
Washington Counties. For various reasons it appears to the
members of the Mining Bureau that the past history of activity
of the Corporation and its officers has been such that the
Bureau as a whole has now serious doubts whether the claims
should be renewed for 1962. The following brief outline will
provide a basis for making further judgements regarding a
decision for renewal.
Up until mid-October 1961, the claims which were recorded
by Eastern States were found to be completely unstaked on the
ground. No attempt had been made to conform with the most basic
principles of claim staking and recording. Only after a warning
letter of forfeiture did the company conform with staking. Any
work that was done on the ponds up until at least November 1 was
extremely sketchy and not in absolute conformance with the law.
I believe this statement in part should also cover the activities
in 1960. The assessment work done in 1960 was borderline activity
and was acceptable to the Bureau only because the Bureau felt that
there was a strong possibility that the company would be getting
major financial support from a larger, better organized group.
Results, during 1961, of negotiations between the Corporation
and various investment groups and mining companies have failed
completely. These failures result from two factors:
(1) the
corporate officers of Eastern States, whose personality, attitude
and general behavior has not been such which would instill
confidence in any investor; (2) because of a lack of basic information regarding the deposits. Nothing has been done to change
either of these two factors.
During the past few weeks, I understand that there has been activity on Noyes Pond in Blue Hill and
on Chalk Pond in Beddington; but that the type of work being done
may or may not be acceptable to the Bureau. As was stated in a
Mining Bureau meeting last month, only work which would extend the
knowledge of the basic geology and economic potential of the
deposits would be acceptable.
At several times during the past 18 months, the Secretary of
the Mining Bureau has emphasized to the Corporation, both in letters
and in frequent conversations here in Augusta, that the Corporation
must improve and clarify their operations to be in conformance with
the intent and letter of the law regarding assessment work.
Until
very recently, all of these conversations have been ignored by the
Corporation. I believe that the Corporation felt that they did not
have to conform with the law because they felt that various members
of the Mining Bureau would let them go along with any activities
which the Corporation desired. This, of course, was not true and
was emphasized at several times to Mr. Capaldi.
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One of the major sources of assessment work which will be
presented by the Corporation is a drilling program conducted on
Noyes Pond in January and February of 1961. This work was done
by a private testing company hired by a separate investment group
which at the time was interested in the deposits. Eastern States
did not receive the information from this work and possibility
of further negotiation with the outside investment group fell
through. Sometime in October, Eastern States purchased (I believe
this to be the case) the results of this drilling either from the
private drilling company or from the investigating group.
In
discussing such a purchase of information with other mining bureau
groups in other states and provinces, I have formed the opinion
that information purchased from a completely outside individual
or group is not valid for assessment work. This opinion is, of
course, debatable but I feel some confidence that it does have
precedence in other states and provinces.
I would therefore
suggest that this part of the assessment work be refused on
grounds as fol l ows: the spirit of the law regarding assessment
work has been that the company on or controlling claimed ground
must spend its own money or be a party to any other exploration
work done by other companies on the ground. The purchase of
information to which the original claim staker was not a party
at the time of exploration should not be considered as expenditure
by the corporation and therefore cannot be validated.
Unless Eastern States comes up with some very sound new
information regarding the length, breadth, width, tonnage and
grade of the deposit, as stipulated in the law, I cannot see
how the Mining Bureau can be justified in deciding for renewal.
It has always been the intent of every reasonable assessment
law on public land claim areas that work should be done only to
improve the knowledge regarding any area of mineral deposit.
Merely expending money for assessment work without increasing
the knowledge, either positive or negative , regarding the deposit
cannot be considered as reasonable assessment work.
I have not considered at any great length the continual
attempt of members of the Corporation to influence my thinking
and decisions regarding the properties. The attempt to sway my
thinking by promises of outside remuneration must be examined as
part of the total consideration for renewal. Although the law
does not stipulate that improper conduct be a deterrent from
continued activity, I am sure that no one wishes to put their
stamp of approval on a group whose principal activity has been
to evade and disregard the law.
I do not believe that the Corporation has the slightest
chance of developing the property on their own, and neither do
I think that with the present make-up of the Corporation will
any other party become interested while Eastern States holds
the ground. This was once again demonstrated recently when a
large chemical company turned down the property because they
could not work with the Corporation and had no reasonable information to continue their interest.

-3-

It is the obligation of the Bureau to promote mineral
development on public lands; a renewal of the claims for 1962
will be in direct contradiction of this obligation. There is
outside interest in the deposits by corporations whose management
and intent are quite clear. These corporations are interested in
exploring the deposits completely, and if they prove worthwhile
will carry through into development. Any further development by
these corporations cannot take place as long as Eastern States
sits on the ground. Once again the law does not spell out the
obligation of the Mining Bureau in such an instance. However,
my personal feeling is that this too must be taken i q to consideration before making a decision for renewal.
Finally, I feel that as long as the Mining Bureau feels its
obligation for furthering mineral development, I believe that
there is sufficient justification for refusing renewal. The
Corporation has in some respects followed the narrow edge of the
law and has tried to develop the properties. Nevertheless, the
attitude of Mr. Capaldi and his complete inability to run an
efficient organization makes it impossible for him to further
the cause of diatomaceous earth. I suggest, therefore, that we
refuse renewal.
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UNCHANGED

EASTERN STATES MIN{NG CORP.

CD 5 JUL.Y 11 1960 N
1960

N.Q.

18 TREMONT ST.
BOSTON MASS

JOHN J. NOR(ARTY, PRES
PASQUALE A• . CAPALDI'; TREAS
DI RECTORS : The officer and Fr-a nc is N. Na ff i e.
SMMMARY

FULL DETAILS LACKI.NG ON THIS BUSINESS. PRI.NClPALS SECLJ.NED ALL (NFORMAT10N AND OUTSIDE SOURCES COULD NOT PROV(DE DETAlLS, STARTlN.G
CAPITAL ~MALL,
. .
. .
.

TRADE

time.

This new business has not established a payment record at this

F[NANCE

Attempts. · to interviev1 the principals through July 11 1960 unsuccessful.
ln a previous I interview Capaldi declined al I information including antecedent
detai Is on the pfficers.
Outside sources consulted could not provide any inforrm tion regarding
this business.

OPERATlON

Operations believed to have recently started which wi I I be conducted
as mining of raw material not ci i ,;.u ! g,c-::! bythe principal.
LOCATION: Occupies office space on the fourth floor of this
profession~! bui Iding. Premises orderly.

/
HISTORY

This is a Massachusetts corporation chartered January 4, 1960 wJth
$2,500 shares of authorized common stock; 99 shares issued - for $1,500

cash.

Capaldi 55, native of [taly and merried. Came to this county as a
youth and is reported to have operated individually in the street ~aintenance and construction I ine. · Presently is the principal at interest in
Pat Capaldi Co. and C paldl Realty & Contracting Co. toth located at
244 Everett St. Boston, Mass . No financial detai Is available on those
business es.
7- I 1-60 (74 6).

PLEA SE NOTE WHET HER NAME , BUSINESS AND STREET A DDRES S COR RESPON D WITH YOUR I NQ UI RY.
The foregoing report is furnished, at your request, under your Subscript ion Contract, in STRICT CONFIDENCE, by DU N & BRADSTREET, Inc. as your agents and
employees, for your exclusi ve use as an aid in determining the advisability of gran t ing credit or insurance, and for no other purpose.
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November 16, 1961

Mr. Patsy Capaldi
Ea s tern Sta tes Minin g Corporation
18 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Capaldi:
At t he regular meeting of the Maine Mining Bureau on
November lL 9 1961, the activ ities of the Eastern States Mining
Corporation during the past year were discussed. It ias noted
that in several conversations with you and your colleagues over
a year ago, one principal fact was stresseda That was the
necessity of organiz ing your company efforts i,n exploration in
a more reasonable and efficient mannerv A letter to you from
this office dated January 13 , 1961 , is quoted in part as follows:
"If you wish to continue having amicable relations
with the Mining Bureau, I suggest that you make a strong
attempt at or ganizing your future ,work in such a way
that the Mining Bureau will consider you as being really
in earnest about making a company go in Blue Hill. I
doubt very much that if your assessment data sheets are
a good example that any investment group or equipment
company will be ready to do business with you .
"lam not trying to interfere with your operation .
I feel quite confident that you have a valuable deposit,
which, if organization develops, can be a worthwhile
mining operation. I have a very strong interest in
developing mining properties in the State and ·will, I
assure you, do everything I can to further this end for
Eastern Sta tes. You will, however, have to improve
your efficiency before this can happen."
I have continually emphasized to you and your colleagues
that there are standard and universally applied methods of
exploration for material such as diatomite, and that both for
your corporate needs and the Mining Bureau's requirements,
such methods must be applied on your claim groups. Grid
controlled auger hole drilling, development of a tonnage and
grade picture and the definition of the shape of the deposit in
each pond are all primary needs in any exploration program.

Mr. Patsy Capaldi

November 16, 1961
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The Mining Bureau feels that your 1960 assessment work
should have been sufficient to determine the presence , general
extent and type of diatomite deposit. The next step in any
program should be , as I have emphasized for over one year, to
determine the size , configuration and grade of material in the
deposit . Assessment work is not at all a requirement to spend
money; it is required only to improve the knowledge of a mineral
deposit .
In addition, the Bureau feels that its action in delaying
acceptance of the 1960 assessment work , and its thorou~h investigation of the Corporation's activity as noted in the minutes of
several Bureau meetings have all demonstrated that the Corporation
has not been cooperative in fulfilling the requirements of .the
Maine Mining Law.
It was pointed out in the Bureau meeting that the Corporation
had not staked any of their claims in a legal fashion, a situation
which had existed for some time. Only after a forfeiture advisory
letter was sent to you , was any action taken to stake the claim
groups correctly .

The Bureau noted that even after repeated verbal and written
notices that the conduct of Eastern States Mining Corporation be
brought into line with acceptable and reasonable practices , your
activities have not shown any attempt to be in conformance with
the letter and spirit of the Maine Mining Law.
The Mining Bureau has voted unanimously to request that you
appear before the Bureau at its final regular meeting of 1961 on·
Tuesday , December 19 at 2:00 p.m. in the Judiciary Room of the
State House, Augusta. At this time you should present to the
Bureau a complete report of your activities and your own assessment
work for 1961. All expenditure statements should be accompanied
by validated receipts. The Bureau will at that time consider your
application for renewal of those mining claims which you wish to
retain.
Yours very truly,

Robert Go Doyle , State Geologist
Secretary, Maine Mining Bureau
RGD:gbm
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Form I

L

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ...............Eastern ... states ... Mining ....corporation...&... Maine ....Diatomite.,..... Inc •...........................................
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

.................... V'fi.~.liam ... s ....... Silsby Jr., .Union ....Trus.t.. Compan~....Buil.~ill~...............................................................
Street or Post Office Address

..................... Ellsworth....................................................................................... ..................................................... Maine......................................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .§.?..'.'."J.J~ ........... , dated ......... P.~. c:. ! .... J.9. t .....~.9..§.:1:, hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No.
1 ??.5.~l.779.. .......... . , town of .......~.l.~~ .. J~;i,J,Je ....................... , County of .......... J!~P.:~.9.~.l.c................................. , during the period
J an.,µ~q:.'.Y: ....l . , ................. HP..~...... to•..!.P.~..9.~.m:b.~.:r. ....3.l i9.E>..?.... and is specifically described as follows: (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

••Permission granted by Maine Mining Bureau to perform additional exploration
during period of February 16, 1963 to February 26, 1963
Noyes Pond-Blue Hill

Test Borings and field survey in Bog Areas
(including soil sampling)
Field work completed by New England Test
Boring Corp. on February 19, 1963

..............................March ...9 , ... 1963'----··.. ·· ....................... ....
Date

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

...................................... Suffolk............................................. , ss.

.

~t.f..G~
"

Signature

·····-············•· .....

r
...,

·················- •····•••········•·······················•··•··•••·····•••········

.... .................................. March ...9 , .... 1963....................... 19............

Personally appeared the above named ............~.~.~.q~~}.. ~.....~.! .....9..c:1..P.c:1..J.:.~.=L......................................... who being duly
sworn on his oath did depose and say that the foregoing affidavit is true .

. .e!. . ~. . . . ~. . .

Notary Public

.J,.,s.t,_ l & t f ~

••·v/·-:-J;·····
7 1"1'~

. Form L

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIMHOLDER

I, ··'.····················~~§.le..r..:n.... Q.tgt.~.a....Mining ....C.o.r.p.ar.a.tio.n ....&...Maine.....Diat.amit.e..,....In.c.-- c1aimholder's Name - Please Print Clearly

...............................W.i.l.l.i.~m....!S..•.....S..i .l .§.b.y.... J.r..•.., .....V..ni.an....T.r..us.t ....C..om;pany ....B.uil..d ing........................................................
Address as shown on Prospector's Permit

___ ....Ellsworth ....................................................................................................................Maine ................................................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .§?.:-.±.?.+........................, dated .......P..~.g.!...J,.9.., .....l .9..§.l..., hereb y file my annual
report for the year .......l.9.§.?........., describing exploration, development, or mining operations on claim ( s)
No. ...........l'Z7..5..'.".'..l .7..'Z§ .........................., Town of ............... ~lJJ.e. .. Jlill...................... , County of .......H~.c..o.c.k................................,
as required by the provisions of Section 10, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957 (Attach pertinent documents, applicable fees, rentals, and royalties:

Noyes Pond-Blue Hill

Contractural Test Borings in Bog Areas by
New England Test Boring Corp.

March 9, 1963
Date

L~~;is,;~;;;;; : ~A:~;?~-244 Everett Street
East Boston 28, Mass.

Form L

STATE OF MAINE

MAINE MINING BUREAU
ANNUAL REPORT OF CLAIMHOLDER

I, ............... Eastern ....states ...Hining .. Corporation .............................................................................................................................................Claimholder's Name - Please Print Clearly

---····~.?. . '.~t~~.~?..~!.....?.!E.~.~.~.............. Room ...317 ·······································---··································································································
Address as shown on Prospector's Permit

........................Boston ...s,. .. . . . . . .... . . . . . . . ... .. . .. .. . . ... ..... ........... . . .. . . . . . . . ..... . . . !~~-a_s_s_.____ .................................................................................
Legal Residence

State

?.~.-:::~?.~. .... . . . . . .,

holder of Prospector's Permit No . .........
dated ...~.~·~·~···?·~···--~?._~~.............., ·hereby .. file my annual
report for the Y,ear ........ J.9.9.~... . . , describing exploration development, or mining operations kon claim ( s)
No.3:.~~d~~.7..7..§.!.;h?..~.?..!.~7..~J...L, Town o! ........ . .~.~~.... 1
County of ..........~.~?..~.?.~........... ......... .............. ,
as required by the provisions of Section 10, Chapter 293, Public Laws of 1957 ( Attach pertinent documents, applicable fees, rentals, and royalties:

5½~.. .. . ... . .. . . . . . .,

Noyes Pond.
Surveying.
Contractural test boring.
Geological investigation, contractural.
Field supervision by C. H. Coles.
Contractural laboratory analyses.

- - - -..ec.emb.er....26.•....l 9.6l. _ _ _ _ _ __
Date

Noyes Pond, l3lue ~-h ll

Surv eying C260 .oo)
A surveying crew laid out a grid 011 the pond for borings.
A base line was :cun from. north to south, tied in to the claims posts, and
a grid on 200 foot centers was survey ed from this base line. See attached
map.
Contractural test borings _l$1l/.96.00)
The Ne1J :8.:ngland Test Boring Company of
Boston bored 35 holes to refusal a.t points indicated on the grid. 'rhefr
results a1 e sho,rn in the attached hole profile sheets and are also
in3.icated on the att2ched map of the pond.
1

C:eological investigations, contractural ($LLOO.OJ)
E r. Richard D. B.ugg1es, a
consulting geologist of Boston, was asked to prepare a report from the
data obtained in the test borings. His report is attached, and inclu ;:'J es
a calculation oi' the quantity oil earth in the deposit.
F ield supervision by C. H. Coles Us360.oo)
Personal supervision of the grid
s,µrvey and of all the test borings and sample collection.
Contractural laboratory analyses ( ~t250.oo)
Twenty-five samples from the test
borings "\·Jere submitted for a pbysical microscopic analysis to B. A. Barton
of Warwick, Rhode Island. The purpose of tbese analyses was to indicate
to the Corporation some o:i' the physical nature of the deposit at different
spots and at different depths. To this end, sarr;ples from representative
boles and at specific de pths in those holes 11ere exam:hned to determithe
the percentage of ,, hole cells to,fragments, and the percentage of
polarizable inorganic crystalline impurities.
A rao:hfied blo·:id cell counting technique was develop ed an:::1 four determinations we1°e made on each of t-\,Jo specimens from e E,ch sample submitted.
The results were averaged and percentages calculated. These percentages
are given on tbe attached report and on the profj_J..e of each hole. 'i 'he
Corporation feels that these determinations, in addition to the chemical
analyses previously reported, are necessary in helping to shape its
planning for utilization of the deposit.

Form I

STATE OF MAINE

C

MAINE MINING BUREAU
AFFIDAVIT
INVESTIGATORY WORK

I, ..........................Ea st.ern ...States ...Mining ...corp oration.......................................................................................................................................
Prospector's Name -

Please Print Plainly

................................18... Tremont... street......................... Room ... 317 ......................................................................................................................................
Street or Post Office Address

................................Bo.ston_..8., ..................................................................................................................................... Mass.......................................................................
Legal Residence

State

holder of Prospector's Permit No. §9..:.!.3.1............ , dated .........:r.!3:1:1:.~ ....~..~.....!.~?9........., hereby affirm that I have
conducted or caused to be conducted 200 man-hours of investigatory work or its equivalent on claim No.

· · · -Jra~···y-;····, town

86..

te·~·· ·~ ·~·· · · · · · ·,

0
'!'.~.~.!....
~3unty o~ ..........!J.~.~.~.!l:l.~?.?..::·······················, duri~g the period
................................................ 19............ to ............................................... 19............ and 1s specifically descnbed as follows. (Note-The
work to be reported includes only that work which tends to reveal such characteristics of the mineral sought
as length, width, depth, thickness, tonnage or mineral or metal content. Also if work is on a group of claims
and concentrated in one section of the group, so state.)

Bear Pond.

Field investigations -

sampling and boring on pond
for future laboratory analysis . . . . $ 180-.-GO

Laboratory analysis at $ 200/week for 3 weeks by C. Coles
to determine quality of diatomaceous
earth material in deposit • • • • •

__fl., .... _ -7•
··:M7··/,q
· ·~

Date ¥-···~··~·~~..

600.00

-- ----- Signature
-.···· ~···
·· · · ~- -------/

Noyes Pond
Percentage Calculc1tions f rom Analyses by .3 •. A. Barton
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NEW ENGLAND TES1' BORING CORP.
209 W nshington StrO(}t, Boston 8 , Massachusetts
!..Afayotte 3-1150

Pio ,,oab

~as t oni States Miaing Corp o
o/o t-1r .. P t Caps.ldi
18 Treaont Str e t
Be, ton 9
ao

RE: Noy

r 2, 1961

Pond , Blue Hill
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RECEIVED PAYMENT
N EYr~EN
- A.~D . ES l BCl<lNG .CORP.

BY(: .":. ~ _

£ _____

------ ---~- ___ _

DEC 2 ')

1~J

It payment 1 not reoef;_en December 29 , 1961 , we
iatead to placo a lien•• t ~• propert7 . Legal action
to fol1ow.

